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CAN YOU RECEIVE THE 

ARK BY EMAIL ? 
 

Receiving The Ark by email has 

many advantages, not least to 

enable you to pass it on to your 

friends and church members.  Also, 

you can keep it filed on your 

computer.  For CCA it would save 

us a great deal on postage, so we 

would of course appreciate it.   
 

If you decide to receive your Ark 

by email, please contact the 

membership secretary,  
 

Frances Chalk at 

franceschalk@hotmail.co.uk 

 

The Editor invites members to 

send material for possible inclusion 

in The Ark (preferably by email), 

but she reserves the right to select.  

Next Deadline: 1st January (for  

March issue). Publication in The 

Ark does not imply that the 

material necessarily reflects the 

policies and views of the 

committee and membership of 

Catholic Concern for Animals. 

 

Publication Dates  

for The Ark                          

are 

 1 March, 1 July and             

1 November 
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EDITORIAL 
 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

CCA has undertaken a huge amount of activity recently 

which I am delighted to be able to share with you in this 

edition of The Ark.  This includes CCA’s representation at 

World Youth Day in Poland, campaigning alongside Compassion 

In World Farming to tell the government that ‘Animals are Not 

Freight’ and hosting the annual Ecumenical Animal Welfare 

Retreat at the beautiful Charney Manor, near Oxford. 

 We continue to reflect on Pope Francis’ wise words in Laudato Si’ about the 

way we treat animals, and I am delighted to share with you Fr Martin Henig’s most 

powerful address on the subject at the retreat, Laudato Si: A View from the 

Wildwood.  In response to the large number of  enthusiastic letters from  you on Albert 

Kaplan’s article about whether Jesus was a vegetarian, I have invited Keith Akers, 

author of the book The Lost Religion of Jesus, to write on the subject. 

 We continue to support animal rescue charities and have articles from 

Greyhounds in Need (GIN), Grace’s Rest for exotic pets and Safe Haven for Donkeys 

in the Holy Land .  We hope that you will want to give them  your support if  you can. 

 Amongst the many animal cruelty issues that we are concerned about, one of 

the most troubling issues is the suffering of billions of farm animals each year 

throughout the world, in factory farms, in long distant live transport and at slaughter.  

Not only is it an aberration, in my view, that people who care so much for other 

humans and for their cats and dogs, can be so untouched by the suffering of the 

animals that have now become their Sunday roast, their chicken drumstick or their 

hamburger, but it is also an aberration that people so concerned about the environment 

and climate change and third world poverty can totally ignore the role played by large-

scale factory farming.   

 Methane emitted from farm animals is the most potent greenhouse gas and far 

more rain forest is destroyed for cattle ranches than for palm oil - see Sarah Dunning’s 

review of Cowspiracy on page 56.  Yet the environment movement still focuses on 

cutting carbon emissions and reducing palm oil and are failing to embrace the 

challenge of eating less meat, or better still, changing to a plant based diet, in order to 

tackle climate change and environmental destruction. Likewise, organisations 

campaigning to end world poverty are not embracing the challenge of redirecting the 

grain which is fed to farm animals to provide meat for the first world, to the poor and 

starving of the third world, who are being deprived of that grain.    
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All members welcome! 

Guest Speaker - Carmody Grey 
 

Saturday 12th November 1.00pm - 4.30pm 

At St Joseph’s Hall, Brompton Oratory, Brompton Road, London, SW7 2RP. 

(Nearest tube stations are South Kensington and Knightsbridge) 

 

1.00pm - St Joseph’s Hall open for tea and coffee  

(please bring your own sandwiches) 

2.00pm - Guest speaker, 2.45pm - break 

3.00pm - AGM, 4.30pm - close 

 

CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS AGM 2016 

   Sadly too, these movements seem to be overlooking the wonderful things 

said about animals by Pope Francis in Laudato Si’.  The encyclical is being used, 

quite rightly, as a guide for saving the environment, protecting against climate 

change and caring for the poor, but the message about our proper treatment of 

animals is being ignored.  All these issues are inter-related and inter-connected, and 

we cannot ignore one issue without a knock on effect on the other issues.   

 Our job is to work with these other organisations to re-connect the issues that 

they are concerned about with the plight of the animals and to get the issue of large-

scale factory farming and the mass eating of meat by those in the first world on their 

agendas.  This is an issue about human health as well and the multi-billion dollar 

medical bill of dealing with heart-disease, stroke, diabetes and some cancers - 

money that could be going to help the poor.  Encouraging the poor of the world to 

share our meat-based diet will only exacerbate the problem and we should set an 

example to them by changing our eating habits, not by telling them that we can eat a 

rich diet which they cannot. 
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CHAIR’S WELCOME 

 

BY JUDY GIBBONS 

 

O ne the most recent highlights has been our annual 

Ecumenical Retreat. It is always good to renew 

friendships and to meet new people too and the 

retreat is a special occasion for this reason. One of the 

highlights was to be able to use St Peters Church, Charney 

Bassett which is next to the Charney Manor. The small but 

beautiful church was used for both the Anglican Mass 

celebrated by Fr Martin Henig and the Catholic Mass, 

celebrated the following day by the local parish priest in 

Wantage, Canon Peter Turbitt.  We were also pleased to welcome the Rector, Rev 

Talisker Tracey-Mcleod and her husband Jim, who joined us during the retreat. Next 

year’s retreat will be held at Holland House, Nr Pershore, so watch for details in the 

next Ark. 

 It is a year since Pope Francis’ Encyclical was published – this is such an 

inspirational document and we have embraced all which it has brought us.  This 

includes hope that attitudes will change, a plan for the future and a way of 

connecting all that God has created which embraces us all.  CCA is working to 

spread this message of change, both nationally and internationally.  Chris Fegan  is 

now working in a full-time post with the new title of Chief Executive.  He has 

recently attended World Y outh Day in Poland and a conference there too, as well as 

a conference and visits in India. He is planning a trip to Malta to meet with 

Archbishop Scicluna and much more is being planned.  

  

Service held at St Peter’s Church, Charney Basset 
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CATHOLIC CONCERN FOR ANIMALS  
 

WARMLY WELCOMES: 

 

 

 

New Annual Members: 
 

Rt Rev Monsignor Gordon Read of Kelvedon, Colchester 

Rodrigo Sanchez of Bedfont, West London 

 The increase in Chris’ workload demonstrates the need for us to be available 

and respond to the many people who come to us for help and advice, as well as 

representation at conferences. It is important that we can respond to people when 

they get in touch. However, like any organisation, everyone has different requests 

and we cannot meet them all. This means that, as members of CCA, we all have a 

responsibility to do what we can for animals and their welfare. We encourage 

everyone, if possible to follow a vegetarian or vegan diet.  As individuals we can also 

do our part with our purchasing power.  So, I ask all our members not to buy 

products that have been tested on animals, always look at the labels and make sure 

eggs are free range, seek out stores selling shower gel, soap, shampoo and perfume 

that do not support animal testing.   

 The latest information about male chicks in the egg industry makes 

unbearable reading but, if we really care then we must know and understand what 

happens to male chicks in hatcheries.  Hundreds of millions of male chicks are killed 

each year as they are seen as an unwanted by-product of egg production. What does 

this say about the notion of the sanctity of life given to us by Pope Francis?  How can 

we, as individuals, stand by and do nothing?  If we truly believe 

that all life is sacred then we must do all we can to help these 

little creatures who are so dependent on us. We must protest 

against all aspects factory farming of which, sadly, egg 

production is only one. We can do this both with our purse and 

by joining those organisations such as Compassion in World 

Farming and support them in all they do.  We in CCA will 

always support those working towards this aim. 

 Let us all resolve then, as individuals, to combat cruelty wherever we see it 

and, in future, only buy those things that we need and are sold as cruelty free.  Let us 

all do what we can and, in addition, support those organisations who work towards a 

cruelty free world.  Remember the words of Pope Francis ‘Because all creatures are 

connected, each must be cherished with love and respect, for all of us living creatures 

are dependent on one another.’  
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NEWS FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

 

BY CHRIS FEGAN 

 

T he last few months have been busy as usual with 

the highlight being the annual CCA Retreat 

held this year at Charney Manor in 

Oxfordshire.  It was fantastic to see old fr iends again, 

who return year on year, and also to make new friends 

with people who were attending their first ever retreat.  

That is the way for any organisation to operate and 

succeed, with new attendees and ‘old hands’ coming 

together to work, rest and play or, in our case, to work, 

rest and pray. 

 The event was a huge success and all those who came benefitted from the 

experience.  My report of the retreat is given later on in this edition of The Ark and 

there is also one of  the wonderful talks given by Rev. Prof. Martin Henig which I am 

sure that you will all enjoy. 

 One of the things that was discussed at the retreat was how we can all work, 

not only collectively, but also individually to support animals and animal welfare and 

animal rights. CCA will be developing these themes over the coming months to 

examine how we can all, as consumers, increase our commitment to animals each 

and every day. We did this at the retreat as usual, through prayer and actions, 

including diets, but is there more we can all be doing each and every day to support 

all the sentient beings in God’s creation? 

 One of the non-dietary consumer choices we could all make is to support the 

Leaping Bunny brands initiative, which is an initiative from our friends and 

colleagues at Cruelty Free International and I would recommend a visit to their 

website at https://www.crueltyfreeinternational.org/what-you-can-do/go-cruelty-free-

leaping-bunny to learn more about the ways in which your daily consumer choice 

can make a real difference.  I was delighted and thrilled to note that our patron Sir 

David Amess was recently Cruelty Free International’s ‘MP of the Month’ - well 

done Sir David and a richly deserved award. 

 Moving forward, I would also like to hear from our members and supporters 

on your views about other ways we can all, individual by individual, help the animal 

kingdom when we make our daily buying and spending choices. We are now in an 

age where we all make daily plans and ‘to do’ lists to help us get through our busy 

daily schedules - let both of these lists include a daily ‘task’ to do something for 

animals. 

https://www.crueltyfreeinternational.org/what-you-can-do/go-cruelty-free-leaping-bunny
https://www.crueltyfreeinternational.org/what-you-can-do/go-cruelty-free-leaping-bunny
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 We are not far away from the Advent and Christmas season and what better 

way to start the new Christian year than to concentrate our minds more closely on 

our own personal spending choices and how each purchase we make affects the 

animals we share the planet with. 

 

SECOND REMINDER 
 

This notice does not apply to annual members or those who have already sent in 
their preferences 

 
Although most of you have advised us whether you prefer to: 

 
Continue receiving The Ark by post 
No longer wish to receive The Ark 

Receive The Ark by email 
 

some of you have not responded, and so may be deleted from our mailing list unless 
we hear from you within 4 weeks.  Therefore, please contact us as soon as possible 

if you wish to avoid deletion from our list. 
 

Email: franceschalk@hotmail.co.uk 
Text (only) to:  07765 206738 

Write: 26 The Fairway, Upminster, Essex, RM14 1BS 

 
Website: www.catholic-animals.com 

Facebook: Catholic-Concern-for-Animals 
Twitter: @catholicanimal 

 

PRESENTATION ON POPE FRANCIS’ ENCYCLICAL 
 

LAUDATO SI’: ON CARE FOR OUR COMMON HOME 
 

by Chris Fegan, CCA Chief Executive  
 

Tuesday 15th November at 7.30pm   
 

Hosted by MK Christian Environment Group  

at Christ the Cornerstone, MK9 2ES  

in the small hall.  Free entry.  
 

For further details please email david@millersofmk.co.uk 

mailto:franceschalk@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.catholic-animals.com
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LAUDATO SI’ - A VIEW FROM THE WILDWOOD 

 
Rev. Prof. Martin Henig is an Anglo-Catholic Priest and a third order Anglican 

Franciscan. In August 2016 he gave the following powerful address at the 

Ecumenical Animal Welfare Retreat at Charney Manor, Oxford which was extremely 

well-received and has earned him a place as one of the best post Laudato Si’ 

speakers of the 21st century.  The Ark is delighted to be able to share this talk here.  

 

BY FR MARTIN HENIG 

 

T he title is familiar, very familiar to me. I am a 

third order Anglican Franciscan and whenever  our  

groups meet we pray St Francis’  famous canticle  

‘Praise be to you, my Lord…’ or sing W.H. Draper’s hymn,  

‘All creatures of our God and King’ which is based on it.1  

And I became a Franciscan precisely because of this liberal 

approach to creation, that very approach taken by the Holy 

Father, Francis who has taken the name of his great 

Medieval predecessor, Francis of Assisi.  I am also an 

Anglo-Catholic priest and so I share Pope Francis’s 

theological outlook in all significant respects.  

 My starting point is simply to state that this Encyclical is perhaps the finest 

considered statement I have read by any world leader, let alone religious leader, 

about the ecological crisis that is already with us. I entirely share his analysis which I 

believe takes us to the heart of what it means, or should mean, to be a Christian. 

Thank you so much, Holy Father, for giving voice to what every Christian leader 

should be telling the world, in  reminding us that care for the earth and its creatures 

goes back to the first instruction of the Creator to us humans, goes back to Jesus who 

‘took up the biblical faith in God the Creator’, inviting his disciples ‘to recognize the 

paternal relationship God has with all his creatures’.2   

 Having been asked to reflect on Laudato Si’ for one of my talks at the 

Ecumenical Animal Retreat, I used a very short retreat in the Anglican Franciscan 

Friary at Hillfield, Dorset, where I spent quite a bit of time sitting in a damp wood 

and listening to the birdsong, as a time of meditation on the wise teaching that the 

saint and his namesake have entrusted to us and thought about this talk, and I decided 

to pray with Pope Francis and to pray with St Francis.  

 Christians have to begin with the proposition that God is the Creator, and as 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit he has entered into and informed the lives of every being  

that lives and has sanctified that life and made it holy. Where I was in the woods, or  
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now in my garden, or indeed when I go into the city, there is burgeoning life which, 

of course, includes human beings, amongst whom are the poor and the outcast, but 

also stray dogs, rats and cockroaches as well.  Here in the woods, rare and perhaps 

threatened species.  Prayer rises to God from the 

wildwood or from a Rio favella just as it does from 

church or chapel, even though the holy world of nature 

and the chaos of the slums present our Triune God in 

different aspects from the manner in which we encounter 

him in the holy sacrifice of the Mass.  He both creates life 

and is himself the sacrifice who sustains the cosmos and 

shares our suffering and the suffering of all creation. 

Francis, both the saint and the Pope, tell me that I am 

orthodox in my approach – I have used a lower case ‘o’ 

for ‘orthodox’, but if I had slipped up and used the upper 

case, no matter because St Basil the Great and the present Ecumenical Patriarch, 

Bartholomew, have also voiced these concerns. 

 

The Common Christian Misunderstanding of ‘Dominion’ 

Nevertheless, eyebrows might be raised by some Catholics, by some Anglicans, and 

others who deign to call themselves Christians, who adopt what I regard as a blatantly 

Speciesist way of thinking. They begin with a widely held belief that the world was 

made for humans, and only for humans, who were given dominion - that is complete 

control over other creatures. In part, of course, this rests on a total misunderstanding 

of the word ‘dominion’ [in English translation] in Genesis 1:26.  In part, it rests on 

the fact that Holy Scripture was inevitably written by and mediated through humans, 

who alone can read and write, and is concerned with their doings or, far more 

frequently, misdoings which provide no grounds for us to adopt god-like airs! More 

particularly, the belief in human perfection arises from  the adoption of the (pagan) 

Greek belief propounded by the Greek pre-Socratic philosopher Protagoras (c.490-

c.420 B.C.) that ‘man is the measure of all things’ which suggested that we humans 

are the sole arbiters of behaviour, the sole arbiters of what is right and wrong. Such a 

pattern of ancient Greek thought, especially the influence of Aristotle, fed into early 

Christian and, in modified form of course, even fed into Medieval thought (especially 

through Thomism).  It is easy to become habituated in putting ourselves first, thinking 

that the world was made for us and other creatures were simply created to serve us, 

but that view is neither Biblical nor Catholic, as so many Christian thinkers have 

emphasised over the ages, and we do not find it promulgated in Laudato Si’.  St 

Francis had seen far too much of human weakness, failure and culpability in his own 

life to put his faith in human prowess, but only in Christ, who took on our  

——————————

This Encyclical is 

perhaps the finest 

considered statement I 

have read by any world 

leader, let alone 

religious leader, about 

the ecological crisis that 

is already with us.        

—————————— 
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flesh, our weakness and our culpability (sin) to save us through his sacrifice of love. 

The Creation is not ours but belongs to God. God always come first.  We were made 

to praise him; we are servants of Creation and not its master. 

 

The Whole Creation will be Redeemed 

At a popular level the idea that we are so very different from other creatures feeds into 

a question I am often asked and which many of you have doubtless been asked too. 

‘Do animals have a soul? ‘At one level this question depends on semantics, on 

Hebrew and Greek understanding of the breath of life.3 What the questioners actually 

mean is ‘Do animals go to Heaven?’ Again there is an element of putting humans in 

the place of God. It is as though the priest or the committed lay-person are asked to 

decide the fate of other creatures. But no, this is about the ways of God, it is about the 

very character of faith which rests on the trust we have in Christ’s promise…and our 

faith lies in that confidence that the whole of Creation will be redeemed.4  

 When I was in training a few years ago at St Stephen’s House, Oxford I was 

approached by one of the domestic staff whose son’s pet rat had just died. She had 

asked another ordinand to pray for the soul of this little creature, and he, perhaps 

nervous about doing so, directed her to me. Of course I prayed for the animal very 

naturally as one of God’s creatures. This generous inclusiveness is implicit in Laudato 

Si’. The Holy Father writes: 

 

We are always capable of going out of ourselves towards the other. Unless we do this, 

other creatures will not be recognized for their true worth… 5 

 

At a human level, I suppose, the doubt 

in so many minds has been a very 

simplistic one: ‘Is heaven big enough?’  

but that is a thought which 

demonstrates the limitations of the 

human mind, and for me any such 

rather infantile thoughts are quelled by 

one of Julian of Norwich’s Showings 

in which Our Lord shows her ‘all that 

there is’ in an object the size of a small 

nut! She wrote that:  

 

We need to know the littleness of all 

created beings and to set at nothing 

everything that is made in order to 

love and possess God who is unmade.6 

 

Julian of Norwich 
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Human Oppression of Creation 

But the blindness of so many people to the glory of Creation and the need, indeed 

the vital obligation, to conserve it (which lies at the heart of Laudato Si’) arises not 

from false or diseased theology, or even simplistic theology, but rather from no 

theology at all. It arises from the Atheistic notion that might is right and that there 

are no real limits to what we can do.  Human greed, that desire to put oneself in the 

place of God,  leads to consumerism; it leads to the desire to earn as much money as 

possible and own more stuff than anyone can possibly need.  It is rampant, and Pope 

Francis is right, that it especially disadvantages the poor and it disadvantages 

indigenous tribes as much as animals.7 Indeed, the idea of dominion as oppression 

has been stretched in South America, Africa and Australasia to include humans who 

have been reduced to sub-human status and hunted, sometimes, for instance in the 

case of the Tasmanian aborigines, to extinction.  Alas, that horrific genocide is by 

no means unique. We need to remember times when the churches condoned the 

enslavement of other human beings as well as hunting animals at unsustainable 

levels. One sees this in a stark way in the ruthless manner in which the rain forests of 

South America, central Africa and south Asia are even now being cleared of human 

and animal denizens by unscrupulous people in order to enrich powerful interests. 

The warning against such moral evil is powerfully enunciated by Pope Francis but 

will people listen to him any more than they listened to Jesus’ denunciation of 

excessive wealth? 

 

Human blindness to the Suffering of Others 

But the inability to relate can be seen in our own lives too. The Biblical injunction, 

let alone advances in our understanding of animal cognition, tell us to treat farm 

animals fairly, to allow them rest on the Sabbath. It says nothing about rearing them 

in factory farms where their lives are short and miserable. They are not commodity, 

they are part of Creation and our ethical sensibilities must be allowed to engage with  
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their needs. Of course only a tiny proportion of the population actually work in 

factory farms or abattoirs, but a majority of the buying public is perfectly content to 

buy or consume the products of this cruel system. When people order ‘chicken’, or a 

hamburger at a Fast Food outlet do they ever consider the animal as they attempt to 

assuage a momentary pang of hunger?  

 Nor is the fishing industry, especially when conducted by factory trawlers 

scraping up everything that comes within vast nets, some indeed for human 

consumption, but others discarded dead as too small or simply used as fertiliser. Do 

they ever think of what it must be like to be just one of millions of fish pulled up out 

of the water to suffocate?8 Do they consider the damage that commercial fish farming 

may be doing to a fragile environment? 

 

Christian Festivals 

Or let us pass on to consider the great Christian Festivals as popularly conceived: In 

this country Christmas seems to take first place. Although, admittedly, church-going 

is part of the celebration (only part of it?) it seems to centre on the giving of presents 

and a gargantuan blow-out of food and drink, in which millions of turkeys are 

sacrificed year in and year out.  I have preached, on Christmas day indeed, on the 

significance of that Festival for me, on the mystery of the Incarnation, recalling that 

in the following week St Stephen, the first martyr and the Holy Innocents, murdered  
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by Herod in his quest to destroy Christ, are both commemorated. Christmas has a 

penitential aspect for it is the beginning of the long road Jesus Christ, God incarnate, 

takes as he journeys towards Passiontide, sharing our suffering. The lambs we 

associate with the shepherds and the Ox and the Ass of the apocryphal gospel Pseudo

-Matthew seem to me apt companions of Our Lord here.  The Ass who will 

eventually take him into Jerusalem to die and the lamb symbolises him, the very 

Lamb of God - and yet how often do we hear a sermon about the plight of cattle, 

lambs or other creatures at Christmas or any other time? 

 

 A quarter of a year later, having lived 

through Lent and Passiontide (mercifully a period of 

abstinence and reflection) and pass through the 

roller-coaster of the Triduum, Maundy Thursday 

and Good Friday, we ultimately arrive at Easter, 

celebrated as a new Exodus, as the triumph of the 

Lamb of God. Is it really appropriate on his 

Resurrection to sacrifice a Paschal lamb? It 

assuredly isn’t very Franciscan, for St Francis used 

to rescue lambs from the butcher. Easter is surely 

about new life, about abundant life for all.9 

 

 

Compassion is Indivisible 

Of course by voicing such sentiments, one is so often attacked for ‘only caring about 

animals…and not about people’. That accusation is absurd, of course. It is not an 

‘either-or’ situation but a ‘both-and’, for all forms of oppression are connected, just 

as all forms of mercy are inter-connected.  Modern anthropocentrism10 has a tendency 

to value technological advance above animals who are not considered as possessing 

intrinsic value and even humans who stand in the way of what is deemed to be 

progress, so authority is given to clear-fell a forest, or mine a pristine landscape or 

destroy lands which have been regarded as sacred by their inhabitants. Similarly, all 

aspects of justice are inter-related. We now see the way Churches condoned slavery 

or the oppression of women and children as barbarous, just as civilised society would 

condemn bear and badger baiting. These were or are simply wrong, simply wicked, 

simply offenses against God. But there is so much still to be done. It is impossible to 

be partially just. Cruelty to animals inevitably leads to cruelty to human beings, and 

the person who is naturally kind will be concerned for all living beings and, if they 

are Christians, will rightly see this as reflecting the grace of God, Father, Son and 

Holy Ghost.11 

St Francis of Assisi 
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 Laudato Si’ ends with a theological 

reflection, of great beauty, and with two 

prayers. I am completing this talk not in the 

wildwood but in my study, looking out on the 

garden where the wind is ruffling the branches 

of the trees and the flowers give promise of 

fecundity, already present in the, now maturing, 

nuts on the walnut tree, each one I see as a 

symbol of ‘all that there is’, of the entire 

mystery of Creation. I am also working on a 

sermon for the Feast of the Assumption. Our 

Lady, who is both the vehicle of the Living 

Word and the mother of Christ upon the cross, 

knows both the joys of creation and the pain of loss.  She is for me, too, the epitome 

of caring, of ‘understanding the meaning of all things’ and somehow all the great 

artists understood that she was the image of Holy Wisdom, the Queen of Heaven  

‘clothed in the sun, with the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of twelve 

stars’.12  I think of the end of Dante’s Paradiso where he emerges to the ‘Love that 

moves the Sun and the Other Stars’ which, of course, embraces all Creation.13 We are 

back with the Canticle of the Creatures where I began my meditation. 

 I end with just a few lines of Pope Francis’ prayer, for it is mine too and it is 

one I would like to end by praying with you: 

 

God of love, show us our place in this world 

as channels of your love 

for all the creatures of this earth, 

for not one of them is forgotten in your sight. 

Enlighten those who possess power and money 

that they may avoid the sin of indifference, 

that they may love the common good, advance the weak, 

and care for this world in which we live.14 

 

References: 

1. Laudato Si’, p.7 # 1 cf, The New English Hymnal, hymn no.263;  2. Laudato Si’, p.49 #96; 

3. Hebrew has a number of words including Ruach (as Genesis 7:15) and Nefesh (Deuteronomy 12:23) 

according to context;  4. Romans 8:21-22; 5. Laudato Si’ p.99 #208; 

6. Julian of Norwich, Revelations of Divine Love (trans E. Spearing, Penguin Classics 1998), Long Text 

#5, p.47;  7. Laudato Si’ p.72 #144;  8. J. Balcombe, What a fish knows(2016), 212-29;  

9. Julian of Speyer, Life of St Francis, ch.ix [in R.J. Armstrong, J.A. Wayne Hellmann, W.J. Short (eds), 

Francis of Assisi I. The Saint (New York 1999);  10. See Laudato Si’ p.59-61 # 115-121;  

11. Laudato Si’, p.112 # 238-240;  12. Laudato Si’, p.113 # 241 citing Revelation 12:1;  

13. See Laudato Si’, p.114 ##243-245;  14. Laudato Si’, p.116. 

 

L’Innocence by William Bouguereau 
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VEGETARIANISM AND CHRISTIANITY   

ARE THEY COMPATIBLE? 

 

Keith Akers is the author of ‘The Lost Religion of Jesus: Simple Living and 

Nonviolence in Early Christianity’ (Lantern Books, 2000) and ‘Disciples: How 

Jewish Christianity Shaped Jesus and Shattered the Church’ (Apocryphile Press, 

2013).  His website is http://www.CompassionateSpirit.com.  

 

BY KEITH AKERS 

 

I s vegetarianism part of Christianity, or are they 

incompatible? Chr istianity and vegetar ianism 

don’t have to be in competition, but in practice they 

are. While many become vegetarians for health reasons, 

the heart of vegetarianism is its ethical component - the 

practice of not eating meat out of concern for the 

suffering of animals.  

 People who become vegetarians often speak of 

their ‘conversion’ to vegetarianism, precisely because of 

this ethical component in their dietary practice. They 

come to realize that animals have feelings and that we 

should not kill them unnecessarily. Communicating this ethical concern to the 

outside world, though, is often difficult.  Christian vegetarians find themselves in 

the odd position of sharing a central part of their lives with the Buddhist, or Jewish, 

or secular vegetarian, that they don’t share with their own religious community.  

 Christianity, beginning with Paul, has largely rejected the idea that it is 

wrong to eat meat, and regarded ethical vegetarianism as a competing idea. If I, as 

a Christian, become vegetarian because I feel it is wrong to kill animals or eat meat, 

what incentive do I have to continue supporting a Christian community which, at 

best, is going to have grudging tolerance for my vegetarianism and, at worst, will be 

actively hostile to an ethical precept which is central to my life? 

 

Early Christian Vegetarians 

It was not always this way. Early church writers such as Jerome, Basil the Great, 

Origen, Tertullian, and Clement of Alexandria were all vegetarians; all the apostles 

abstained from meat and wine (Eusebius, Proof of the Gospel 3.5), and vegetarians 

were ‘without number’ in the early church (St. Augustine, Of the Morals of the 

Catholic Church 33).  
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St Jerome 

Clement of Alexandria 

———————–— 

Early church writers such as 

Jerome, Basil the Great, Origen, 

Tertullian, and Clement of 

Alexandria were all vegetarians. 

————————— 

Origen 
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Paul’s Influence against Vegetarianism 

Motivation is critical here. Ethical 

vegetarianism is the very first heresy, and 

Paul’s words have been quoted ever since 

then against ‘heretical’ vegetarians: ‘the 

weak man (weak in faith, that is) eats only 

vegetables’ (Romans 14:2).  St. Augustine 

condemned the vegetarian Manicheans, 

and in the Middle Ages the Albigensian 

crusade specifically targeted vegetarians; 

suspected heretics would be given an 

animal to kill, and if they refused, they 

were judged to be heretics.  

 The example of Jesus is critical 

here. If Jesus ate meat, then while we are 

not obligated to eat meat, it cannot be 

wrong to eat meat. And this means that 

ethical vegetarianism - the idea that eating 

meat is wrong - is a heresy. Is there a way to avoid this conflict? Both sides in this 

dispute seem to have influenced the writing of the gospels. Jesus distributes bread 

and fish to the multitudes, or even eats fish; but Jesus also advocates kindness to 

animals and attacks the animal sacrifice business in the temple. We can gain some 

insight by going back to the original controversy concerning ethical vegetarianism 

described in Paul’s letters, which are decades earlier than any of the gospels. Paul is 

in a dispute with vegetarians in the early church and believes that it is perfectly all 

right to eat meat. 
 

Eat whatever is sold in the meat market without raising any 

question on the ground of conscience. (I Corinthians 10:25) 

 

At the same time Paul counsels diplomacy in dealing with the vegetarians who think 

otherwise, and taking care not to offend them:  
 

I (Paul) will never eat meat, lest I cause my brother to fall. (I 

Corinthians 8:13) 
 

It is right not to eat meat or drink wine or do anything that makes 

your brother stumble (Romans 14:21). 
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Jesus and James were Vegetarians 

This controversy makes no sense at all 

unless Jesus was a vegetarian.  At the time 

that Paul wrote, many were still alive who 

had known the earthly Jesus, including 

James, Peter, and the other apostles and 

disciples. If Jesus had eaten meat, all Paul 

would have had to say was ‘it cannot be 

wrong to eat meat, since Christ himself ate 

meat’. But he doesn’t say this. In fact, to 

keep the peace, he becomes vegetarian 

himself. Why? Undoubtedly because it 

was well known that Jesus was a 

vegetarian, just like the apostles and James 

his brother. 

 The early Christian vegetarians that 

Paul talked about clearly were offended by 

the thought that other believers might 

sacrifice animals or eat meat; they believed that all followers of Jesus should be 

vegetarians. So who are these trouble-making vegetarians who must not be offended? 

Comparing the disputes over vegetarianism and animal sacrifice in Romans 14 and I 

Corinthians 8-10 with the murky food dispute in Galatians 2, it appears that these 

trouble-making vegetarians were the leaders of the early church - James, Peter, and 

John. 

 Paul interpreted the controversy over vegetarianism and animal sacrifice as 

being about Jewish laws or traditions. But the Jewish Christians - those early 

Christians who followed both Jesus and the Jewish law, as interpreted by Jesus - 

rejected this explanation.  For the Jewish Christians, Jesus himself was a vegetarian 

and opposed animal sacrifice. God never wanted animals to be killed and so did not 

order the animal sacrifices (Homilies 3.45). The Jewish Christians were just as much 

against the Jewish orthodoxy that sacrificed animals in the temple, as they were 

against the emerging Christian orthodoxy which counseled that we eat anything sold 

in the meat market without raising questions of conscience. 

 James the brother of Jesus, the first leader of the Jerusalem church after Jesus’ 

departure, was universally acknowledged to be a strict vegetarian, and in fact was 

raised as a vegetarian (Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 2.23.5–6). Why would 

Jesus’ family raise James as a vegetarian, but not Jesus? The natural conclusion is 

that Jesus’ parents raised Jesus and James as vegetarians and that this was part of the 

original gospel message. 

St James 
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 Later Jewish Christianity assumed that the vegetarian James was not just 

speaking for the church, but passing on the teaching of Jesus and the original 

Jerusalem church. In the gospel of the (Jewish Christian) Ebionites, Jesus 

indignantly rejects the Passover meat, teaches vegetarianism, and attacks animal 

sacrifice, saying: 

 

 ‘I have come to destroy the sacrifices, and unless you stop sacrificing (animals), my 

wrath will not cease against you’ (Epiphanius, Panarion 30).  

 

Jesus attacks Animal Sacrifices in the Temple 

If Jesus had compassion for animals as part of his message, then that would explain 

why Jesus went into the temple and attacked what he found there. 

 

In the temple he found those who were selling oxen and sheep and 

pigeons, and the money-changers at their business. And making a 

whip of cords, he drove them all, with the sheep and oxen, out of 

the temple; and he poured out the coins of the money-changers 

and overturned their tables. And he told those who sold the 

pigeons, ‘Take these things away; you shall not make my Father’s 

house a house of trade’. (John 2:14–16; parallels in Matthew 

21:12–13, Mark 11:15–17, and Luke 19:45–46) 

 

The animals which are being sold are sacrificial animals, and it is these dealers in 

animals whom Jesus attacked - chasing out the animals to be sacrificed, as well as 

those who were buying or selling them to be sacrificed. ‘Cleansing the temple’ was 

an act of animal liberation.  Jesus himself twice quoted the prophets when he said,  

 

‘I desire mercy, not sacrifice’ (Matthew 9:13, 12:7, quoting Hosea 6:6). 

 

A Gospel Message for ALL Creation 

Jesus was arrested and executed after a confrontation in 

the temple in which he disrupted the bloody animal 

sacrifice business. If Christianity is to become truly 

universal, it must come to grips with this all-inclusive 

tradition of kindness which stands at the very beginning of 

Christian history. The simplest solution is to make 

vegetarianism part of the gospel message. The good news 

is not just for humans, but for all creation. 
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WORLD YOUTH DAY 2016 

 

BY CHRIS FEGAN 

I  was delighted to visit Poland recently for World Youth Day 2016 (WYD), a 

major Catholic ‘jamboree’ for young Catholics from around the world, which is 

held every two to three years and which, this year, was held in Krakow at the end of 

July. The highlight for the young people was the attendance of Pope Francis for four 

days. 

 I also took the opportunity to meet with CCA Members in Poland to discuss 

our planned activity in the country over the next 12-18 months and also to visit an 

animal project in Poland. 

 The unexpected bonus was the Conference on Animal Rights in Europe 

(CARE) in Warsaw which I also attended, which focused on issues in Eastern 

Europe and was, as far as I am aware, the first of its kind ever held, and it is hoped it 

will become an annual event - I hope so, as it was excellent. 

 The whole trip was most worthwhile and, whilst at WYD 2016, I helped the 

Global Catholic Climate Movement with a Laudato Si’ Eco-Village in which we 

engaged pilgrims, especially young Catholics, and the local Krakow population to 

WYD and the Pope’s encyclical letter on the environment, which was published last 

year. I was there to make sure that the Pope’s message on the care for all Creation, 

including the animal kingdom, was at the forefront, along with all the messages 

about climate change and sustainability, etc. 

 I am delighted to say that the message was warmly received by all the young 

people that I spoke to and they were very well informed about the major animal 

stories of the recent past, including the killing of Cecil the Lion and the recent deaths 

of animals in zoos due to human intrusion. I was delighted that this young and 

‘active’ generation of Catholics will, and do, take animal welfare issues seriously 

wherever they live in the world and this was very encouraging. 
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 The CARE was also very encouraging, with a large number of young animal 

welfare advocates from across Europe discussing the issues of animal welfare 

generally and focusing on the problems in countries such as Czech Republic, Ukraine 

and Russia, as well as Poland itself.  The situation in some of these countries is dire 

and it made me consider that, despite all the problems that animals still face in the 

UK, the situation is better than that of some of our European neighbours. The 

problems seem to get worse the further east you go. 

 An interesting sub-theme for me was the way animal welfare suffered or 

benefitted under differing political regimes and also within and without EU member 

countries and accession states. The example of Russia as a country that has had major 

political upheaval, and indeed revolution, was a case in point, and a short history of 

animal welfare from the days of Tolstoy to the present was very interesting in this 

regard. 

 Also, taking into account the UK populations’ referendum vote to leave the 

EU, the workings of animal welfare on an international level was very relevant. 

Keeping the gains made via the EU on animal welfare matters will be a major 

concern for us all and something we must keep an eye on as the Brexit negotiations 

move forward over the coming months and years. 
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COMPASSION IN WORLD FARMING 

 

30 YEARS OF ANIMAL WELFARE - WHERE TO NEXT? 

 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

T his year, Joyce D’Silva is standing down from a leading role in 

Compassion in World Farming (CIWF), after a career spanning 30 years, 

first as an employee, then as its Chief Executive, and finally as its Ambassador.  I 

was very pleased to attend the wonderful event held on 13th July 2016 to ‘celebrate 

30 years of Joyce D’Silva’ and to look back on her amazing career with CIWF and 

her outstanding achievements for farm animals.  Joyce is a patron of the Animal 

Interfaith Alliance. 

 The event was held at Savoy Place in London and was attended by many 

people who had worked with Joyce during her long and successful career.  Patron, 

Joanna Lumley and Chief Executive, Philip Lymbery, hosted the event, where those 

attending heard tributes from three guest speakers and were shown a short film of her 

achievements, before finally hearing from Joyce herself.  Joanna Lumley said that 

Joyce ‘had been a beacon’ and Philip Lymbery said that Joyce had been ‘a leader, 

champion and pioneer’.   

  

Joanna Lumley (CIWF Patron), Chris Fegan (CCA Chief Executive) 

and Joyce D’Silva (retiring Ambassador for CIWF) 
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 The first guest speaker was Professor Joy Carter, Vice Chancellor of the 

University of Winchester, who spoke about the new Centre for Animal Welfare at the 

University, where there are under-graduate and post-graduate courses in animal 

welfare, as well as teacher training qualifications which focused on animal welfare 

to ensure that this was then taught to young people and, importantly, would save 

children from unlearning their innate natural compassion. The University also 

included animal welfare in its policies and catering, including only animal products 

from higher welfare systems.  Joy said she thought the future looked bright for 

animals as 70 per cent of vegetarians and vegans are under 34 and social media was 

being very powerful for getting animal welfare messages across. 

 The second speaker was Martin Palmer, Secretary General of the Alliance of 

Religions and Conservation (ARC).  He criticised the lack of compassion in the 

environment movement, which saw nature as a resource to be managed for human 

needs only.  Martin pointed out that we are just part of a much bigger whole and he 

thanked CIWF for bringing animals and compassion into the movement.  He 

highlighted the important role of the faiths (who own 12 per cent of the world’s 

farmland) in bringing compassion back into the way we treat animals and the wider 

environment, and stressed that they needed to get back to some of their original 

teachings which had been forgotten. 

 The final speaker was John Webster, Professor Emeritus at the University of 

Bristol.  He described Joyce as ‘the finest advertisement for a vegan diet that I have 

ever met’.  Describing farmers as ‘stewards of the land’, he criticised farming 

subsidies for failing to reward stewardship of the environment and animal welfare, 

which included both farm and wild animals.  He hoped that some good would come 

out of the fallout from Brexit and that subsidies could be revised based on the 

fundamental principle of respect for all life. 

 Finally, Philip summed up Joyce’s outstanding career, saying that she did not 

just fight for freedom from suffering but that animals should get joy out of life. 

Joyce’s many achievements are staggering.  Compassion’s 1 million signature 

petition to the European Parliament helped achieve legal recognition of animals as 

sentient beings.  This was then incorporated into the European Treaty.  Under 

Joyce’s leadership, sow stalls, veal crates and barren battery cages have been banned 

in the EU. 

 What strikes me most about Joyce is her spiritual and compassionate nature.  

She has championed the faith-based approach to sharing compassion towards 

animals and has written extensively on the subject. Luckily she is still doing work 

for Compassion on a consultancy basis. The Animal Interfaith Alliance is very proud 

to have Joyce as a patron. 
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ANIMALS ARE NOT FREIGHT 

 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

O n 29th August 2016 Catholic Concern for Animals joined Compassion In 

World Farming (CIWF) in their campaign ‘Animals Are not Freight’.  

Hundreds gathered in Parliament Square in London to protest and listen to 

speakers, including CIWF Chief Executive, Philip Lymbery; campaigner against live 

exports and former Thanet district councillor, Ian Driver and Green Party spokesman 

and animal welfare advocate, Keith Taylor MP.  We were joined by our friends from 

the other animal faith groups.  Sarah Dunning represented the Anglican Society for 

the Welfare of Animals (ASWA) and Thom Bonneville represented Quaker Concern 

for Animals (QCA).  This was just one of many global events held to tell politicians 

around the world that ‘Animals are not Freight’. 

 Live animal transportation is a global trade and 29th August 2016 marked the 

first global day of action to oppose long distance live transport.  It was the 20th 

anniversary of the biggest disaster in the history of animal transport, when 67,488 

sheep burned to death or were drowned when the livestock vessel in AV Uniceb 

burst into flames in the Indian Ocean.   

 Long distance transportation causes immense suffering and the longer the 

distance, the greater the torment.  Often animals are transported from areas with legal 

protection to countries where there is less or no protection.  The truth is there is no 

way to transport animals over long distances while safeguarding their welfare.  No 

trade should be allowed to put animals at such immense risk, both during and at the 

end of their journeys.  We must end long distance transport.  

  

 

Further details at: www.notfreight.org 
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Above: From left to right: Chris 

Fegan - Chief Executive CCA, 

Sarah Dunning - ASWA trustee & 

AIA director, Philip Lymbery - 

Chief Executive of CIWF, Barbara 

Gardner - Ark Editor & AIA 

director, Ian Driver - former Thanet 

District Councillor and Thom 

Bonneville - QCA & AIA director. 
 

Right: Philip Lymbery speaking. 
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GREYHOUNDS IN NEED 

 

In 1991 Anne Finch founded Greyhounds In Need, a charity which she and her 

husband, Arthur have developed and run ever since.  They deal with the continuing 

plight of thousands of greyhounds, used and disposed of by the greyhound racing 

industry, particularly in Spain.  Here Anne tells their incredible story of compassion 

and determination in the cruel world of greyhound abuse. 

 

BY ANNE FINCH 

 

T here are many ways in which animals become the 

innocent victims of man’s activities. As instruments 

of gambling, the worth of an animal and its fate, can drop to 

zero in a second.  Concern for the fall-out of thousands of 

dogs from the UK’s greyhound racing industry began in the 

1980s.  A greyhound races for a scant two years and is 

retired at the age of four-five years, with 10 more years life 

ahead of him. Dedicated volunteers seek adoptive homes 

for these greyhounds and committed trainers, owners and 

rescue organisations try to help them but can reach only a 

fraction of the dogs who are deserving of a future.  

 The Dogs Trust’s bulletin of summer 2016 states that approximately 3,500 ex

-racers are unaccounted for every year in UK. Dialogue between welfare 

associations and the industry over the last 20 years has brought about stricter 

regulations and more responsible dog-ownership, but any decline in greyhound 

racing’s popularity as a spectator sport is being off-set by the increase in internet-

racing, for which more breeding of dogs is required. 

 

The origins of GIN’s work  

In 1986 I adopted an ex-racer and research of her ear tattoos led me to her trainer, 

her owner, the track where she raced, and to her breeder in Cork. The world of 

greyhound racing was opening up before me, leading me to question the integrity of 

a sport that leaves behind such a debris of needy animals.  My concern heightened 

on learning of the export of 1,000 low-grade greyhounds annually from Ireland to 

Spain to four tracks in Barcelona, Mallorca and Valencia, currently holding 2,000 

dogs.   Media reports, photos from tourists and an amateur film showed thin, hairless 

dogs with crooked limbs due to poorly healed fractures, body-sores from parasites, 

and dehydrated skin flaps hanging from their chest bones.  They were barely 

recognisable as greyhounds. The film showed them kept in the dark, in corridors of 

cages, hundreds of them, piled one on top of the other.  I could bear this no longer  
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and went there quietly in Sept 1991 to gather 

evidence, bringing back four dogs into 

quarantine for detailed examination by a well-

known greyhound veterinarian. Their injuries 

and disgraceful condition shocked not only the 

national media but the sporting press too.  

 Off came the lid on their plight, 

heralding a movement unwrapping what had 

been hidden, even within Spain. An official 

inspection followed and recommendations  were 

made. I continued to travel to and fro, bringing 

kennelling and medical equipment, working 

alongside the employees and producing an 

instructional video in Spanish (now on 

Youtube) teaching the correct way to rear and 

train a racing greyhound. Eventually, the tracks closed down, leaving us with the 

task of finding homes for the hundreds of remaining dogs. By this time, I had sought 

sympathisers abroad (not easy before the days of the internet) in Switzerland, 

France, Germany, Holland, Belgium, Austria, the Nordic countries and USA and all 

played their part in taking needy dogs for homing.  

 As support for this work increased and donations started to come in,  

Greyhounds in Need became registered as a UK charity in 1998. 

  

How the work  developed  

In 1995 I saw an amateur film of greyhounds hanged from trees.  These were galgos; 

Spain’s own bred greyhounds used for coursing and hunting in the remote rural 

areas, hidden from the sophisticated cities and tourist areas. Galgos look like our 

Irish/UK track greyhounds but with slight differences to the practised eye. I 

discovered a refuge, Protectora, brave enough to film and photograph the atrocities 

and to take galgos into care, and I offered help.  

 These young Spanish rescuers suffered derision from their communities and 

authorities for spending time caring for animals. Galgos were seen as an agricultural 

commodity and rarely brought into refuges. The robbery of galgos is rife, evidently 

used as ‘drug currency’ and would guarantee a break-in with tragic consequences for 

their other sheltered dogs. Following the hunting season (September to January), 

thousands of galgos are disposed of, many brutally, by their owners. In January 2016 

The Times reported the abandonment and killing of 50,000 galgos annually in 

Spain. It was traditional to hang them. I have seen scores of hanged corpses of 

galgos in wooded groves, quarries, gravel pits, over wells or piled at the bottom of 

them, in disused barns and farm dwellings, shot or lying dead by the roadside or  

 

Tamara - rescued galga  
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railway, wandering, lame or maimed by 

snares, or burnt with battery acid or 

cigarette butts.  In fact, it became the 

norm to see brutalised or dead galgos 

daily in such areas.  

 These horrors engendered in me 

a tiger-like determination to avenge 

such a betrayal of trust and to defend 

these creatures whose only wish was to 

please and serve their masters. Using an 

old Ford transit, bought for £200, we 

transported to the refuge enough 

medical equipment to set up an 

operating theatre, steel kennelling for 

200 dogs, a generator and visiting vets, 

in order to process dogs for export. With the help of our home-finders in northern 

Europe, we moved 2,000 dogs to homes in two years. We moved on to other 

Protectoras throughout Spain, offering similar assistance and adoption possibilities. 

 In 2002, Rome dog track went bankrupt with 400 Irish greyhounds needing 

help. The timing was bad as we had zero resources but I’d learnt to jump first and 

trust that help would come, leaving our accountant trembling.  A young Italian, Elisa, 

emerged, finding homes for 150 dogs in northern Italy while we and our friends in 

Europe took the rest. Little did we guess what gifts such an imprudent undertaking 

would bring! One old dog called Winner so captivated the heart of his German 

owner, that GIN, totally unexpectedly, became the recipient several years later, of a 

generous legacy. Furthermore, Elisa, having ignited the love of the breed among her 

own countrymen, has since found homes in Italy and Slovenia for around 4,000 more 

retired greyhounds from Ireland, and galgos from Spain!  

 

The Current work of GIN 

GIN continues to expand in all directions under stable 

management, increasing supporters, actively involved 

trustees, worthy enthusiastic patrons and increasing 

work commitments. Preparing dogs for export (around 

600 annually at present) and international 

transportation, is expensive. We currently finance the 

veterinary work and sterilisations in seven shelters and 

clinics in Extremadura, Murcia, Malaga, Albacete and 

Vic. We bought them an air-conditioned purpose-built  

Anne with her two rescued galgos, Blonda (left) and 

Kayla (right). Both have lost a front leg. 

Fina - rescued from 

Spain 
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vehicle for transporting 20 dogs, and 

fund internal and international 

transportations between seven countries. 

We also help with building works at the 

refuges, for example, security and 

kennelling instalments.  

 

The law and changing attitudes 

My experience in dealing with these 

matters with the appropriate ministries, 

politicians, local authorities and Seprona 

(rural police), has been dispiriting. Most 

simply denied that what I said was true, 

as such practices were illegal.  The confusing autonomous system of government 

creates a sort of legislative ‘fuzziness’ over traditional and rural matters. Despite 

widespread, open mistreatment of animals in Spain, prosecution is rare. 

Furthermore, the Protectoras, despite invitation, were reluctant to voice their 

complaints to the hunting and coursing Federations, either because they thought it 

would be a waste of time or, maybe, because Spain is still a young democracy and 

they have little faith yet in the value of dialogue.  

 

Education 

None of the above would be necessary if animals were treated with kindness and 

respect. For this we place our hope in the next generation. Educating young children 

is an important part of GIN’s work and, with the involvement of an education 

consultancy, GIN produces material suitable for Spanish teachers of English to use 

in their classrooms. They love it! 

 

How you can help 

If you would like to find out more about GIN or help them, visit their website at: 

www.greyhoundsinneed.co.uk 

 

Contact: 

Phone: 01784 483206 

Email: 

info@greyhoundsinneed.co.uk 

Write to: 33 High Street, 

Wraysbury, Middlesex,  

TW19 5DA 

Thor - rescued from Spain 
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GRACE’S REST 
 

FIGHTING THE EXOTIC PET CRISIS ON THE FRONT LINE 

 

Clare Barnard BSc. (Hons) is a biologist with almost 20 years professional 

experience in the husbandry of exotic animals and five years dedicated academic 

study on the subject.  In 2013 she set up the charity Grace’s Rest, which she runs 

from her home in North Warwickshire, to provide sanctuary to unwanted and 

homeless exotic animals.  Here she explains about the problem of exotic animals kept 

as pets and Grace’s Rest’s work to help them. 
 

BY CLARE BARNARD 

 

I n the ten years from 2004 to 2014 21 million live exotic 

animals were imported into the EU to fulfil the 

demands of the ever expanding trade in ‘exotic’ pets. This 

number only includes reptiles and amphibians but there is also 

a thriving trade in invertebrates, exotic mammals (raccoons, 

tanuki/raccoon dogs, skunks, genets, civets and such like), 

birds and fish. Six million of those ill-fated creatures were 

destined for the German market alone. The UK saw 500,000 

reptiles and amphibians sold in 2012 with a staggering 10 per 

cent (50,000 individuals) having been caught in the wild. Shockingly, it is estimated 

in published trade figures that 300,000 of those animal were bred here in the UK! 

Not included here, however, are the unknown number of animals imported privately 

by collectors or shipped independently by pet shops from the largest exotic animal 

market in Europe (held periodically in Hamm, Germany).  Naturally, those animals 

acquired illegally are not featured either, although in 2012 the international trade in 

illegal wildlife trafficking was worth an estimated £14.5 billion, making it just as 

profitable for criminals to deal in wild animals as to smuggle heroin, cocaine or 

automatic weapons. 

The RSPCA has seen a 50 per cent increase in welfare complaints relating 

to reptiles and amphibians in the last seven years, while the SSPCA has seen almost 

a 75 per cent increase over the last five years. Despite an obvious animal welfare 

crisis in the sector since 2005, the value of the UK reptile market (when taken as a 

separate entity from the rest of the exotic pet trade) has risen in value exponentially 

from just under £50 million in 2005 to an eye-watering £250 million in 2013, with it 

likely being worth far more at the time of writing in 2016. It is prudent to note that 

these figures only summarise reptile products and do not include the sale of live 

animals, some of which are valued at thousands of pounds, which would 

undoubtedly skew the actual total if those figures were known. 
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St Francis 

Trends and current fashion greatly influence which species are bought and 

sold with periodic fads being common.  Intensive selective breeding and hybridising 

of some species has been implemented to create specific breeds, often referred to as 

‘morphs’, frequently leading to these ‘designer’ animals suffering terrible genetic 

consequences including birth defects, neurological problems, infant mortality and 

reduced longevity. The only purpose of this cruel practise is to indulge the fickle 

whims of the consumer who is always seeking something new, more unusual, rarer 

and more highly prized than the previous customer. The race is always on, from a 

collector’s perspective, to have something ‘better’. Certain unnatural colour varieties 

of specific species can sell for as much as £15,000! 

Shockingly research suggests that up to 75 per cent of these animals will die 

during their first year in a pet home. The acquisition of accurate captive husbandry 

information is exceedingly difficult, particularly when considering that little is known 

of the biology and ecology of some of these ‘pet’ species in the wild. The internet and 

social media has been both a boon and a burden in providing instant access to 

information (or misinformation) on the care of exotic pets. Vets with the essential 

knowledge to treat these species are few and far between, with many owners resorting 

to internet forums to solve their pet’s health woes. 
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Perhaps even more worryingly, there is a thriving market in the UK for 

animals named on the Dangerous Wild Animal Act 1976; there are hundreds of 

venomous snakes, deadly spiders, wild canids, big cats and other hazardous species 

being kept right now in private homes. 

Owners must be licensed and inspected by the local authority before they 

can take possession of their new ‘pet’ but it is speculated that there are an untold 

number of unlicensed animals being kept illegally across the country. Such 

ownership is heavily linked to other illegal activities including drug dealing, with the 

animals being seen as protection (who would mess with a drug dealer that has a pet 

cobra?!) or as living collateral. 

 The global exotic pet trade is also known to be heavily linked to organised 

smuggling and the sale (legal or otherwise) of animal parts for a variety of uses and 

purposes. Smugglers have even been found to be using academic journal articles to 

track down critically endangered species for sale on the global black market. 

 

Here To Help 

With these shocking statistics and bleak outlook for so many animals, is it any 

wonder that there is a dire need for help for the multitude that fall by the wayside? 

After all, there are dog and cat homes and even retirement stables for horses, but 

where do all the scaly and creepy-crawly creatures go when they are in crisis? 

Enter Grace’s Rest, a small scale exotic animal rescue service catering for 

reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates and exotic mammals. We are unique in the UK as 

being the only such service of our type that is actively speaking out against the 

exotic pet trade or, to name it more accurately, the trade in wildlife as pets. We also 

do not offer ‘animal encounter’ or ‘pet party’ services, enterprises that we staunchly 

oppose. The rescue operates as a strictly non-profit enterprise, making no income 

directly from the animals, instead relying on donations, grants and the proceeds of 

fundraising, merchandise sales and from our guest lecturing services to operate. 
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 The majority of the animals 

that are signed over to us are 

surrendered directly by their owners 

when they can no longer continue to 

care for their pet. Some, however, 

are found as abandonment cases and 

others are admitted from RSPCA 

recoveries. The animals arrive in 

varying states of health and for a 

multitude of reasons. Regardless, all 

are welcome, providing that suitable 

accommodation is available on-site. 

All admissions are rehabilitated as 

much as possible and then adopted into suitable circumstances, usually professional 

zoological collections or higher education establishments, with a few going to 

carefully selected and vetted private keepers. Certain cases that are particularly 

specialist will stay with us for the rest of their natural lives. We never euthanase an 

animal unless explicitly recommended to do so by our specialist exotics vet. 

Despite having only opened our doors in 2013 we have so far rescued over 

400 animals at our very small home-based facility. We have garnered support from 

The Animal Protection Agency and have been successful in securing funding from 

Lush Cosmetics and The Phyllis Mary Trust for which we are eternally grateful. We 

are also blessed to have the support of our patron, Bill Oddie OBE, who we were 

fortunate enough to meet earlier this year. 

 

Campaign goals 

Our campaign aims are key to tackling the exotic pet crisis head on. After all, it is 

very laudable to rescue these animals but it is ultimately pointless if we are not 

fighting the problem at its source. Therefore, we have three ultimate goals: 

 

1. Reduce the number of individuals and diversity of exotic species kept as pets. 

New species are constantly appearing in the pet trade, the majority of which are 

completely unsuited to captivity and life in pet homes. Their care needs are 

incredibly complex, making them extremely difficult to care for correctly. Wild 

caught animals can also pose a danger to the health of people, other pets and our 

environment due to the pathogens and parasites they can carry. The harvest of wild 

animals, as well as industrial scale captive breeding of some species around the 

world, has led to diminished wild populations, illegal trafficking of endangered 

species for traditional medicines and a pet market saturated with excess animals. 
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2. Protect those animals already in the trade by improving welfare standards from 

acquisition, to store, to pet home. 

Recent academic studies have shown that welfare as an intrinsic value is rarely 

considered in the journey of an exotic pet from capture/breeding to sale into a pet 

home. This is very worrying and warrants immediate change.  An animal kept in low 

welfare circumstances is highly likely to suffer stress and a poor mental state and, 

therefore, is more likely to become ill, exhibit undesirable behaviours and even 

suffer premature death. The plight of so called ‘designer’ animals has already been 

discussed and is very relevant here. Poor standards of care and the expression of 

stereotypic behaviours are often seen as ‘normal’ and ‘acceptable’ in some species; 

lizards are often presented with missing toes and tails for instance, an indication of 

poor husbandry and/or management.  Education at all levels and positive change in 

animal protection legislation is necessary to correct these issues. 

 

3. Protect wildlife from entering the exotic pet trade and to protect the wild 

environment. 

It is very important to remember that the exotic species seen in the pet trade, 

including all reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates, skunks, raccoons, tanuki/raccoon 

dogs, primates, hedgehogs, tenrecs, coatis, meerkats and a whole host of other 

mammals, birds and fish are all wild animals. Claims that these creatures are 

domesticated are rife but wholly incorrect, as are claims that keeping such species in 

pet homes aids conservation. It is up to us all to protect these amazing, fascinating 

and unique wild animals in their natural environment, not whilst trapped in a glass 

tank in a private home. Again, education at all levels and the introduction of new 

legislation, alongside improvements to our current laws, will help protect these 

animals and their wild habitat for generations to come. 

We will achieve these goals through public education, influencing decision-

makers and political lobbying. A part of this is our membership to the All-Party 

Parliamentary Group for Animal Welfare (APGAW), whereby we meet in the 

Commons on a bi-monthly bases to discuss animal welfare issues with MPs, 

politicians and other professional animal welfare bodies. 

 

Plans for the future 

Ultimately Grace’s Rest would like to see an end to the trade in wildlife as pets. We 

also want to see the expansion of our operation to cater for birds and fish, in addition 

to the reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates and mammals we currently care for. 

Additionally, we hope to be able to admit animals licenced under the Dangerous 

Wild Animals Act 1976 once we have appropriate facilities and the certified training 

to do so. Eventually, we intend to no longer rehome our animals; once they are 

admitted, they will have a home for life. To do this we are hoping to raise funds  
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to purchase a smallholding (or similar) to 

convert for our use. 

 But we want to go beyond rescuing 

animals. We want Grace’s Rest to become a hub 

for UK wildlife preservation, conservation 

training and community involvement. We intend 

to have a hireable meeting room and sensory 

garden for use by interested parties and members 

of the public and we hope that all of our 

buildings will be as self-sufficient as possible with solar panels, wind turbines and 

rainwater recycling. We will also have a dedicated fruit, vegetable and herb garden 

to feed the animals and involve the local community, building on our current, very 

modest, garden set-up. Open days will give our supporters the opportunity to see 

our work first-hand and the new premises will allow us to finally be able to take 

volunteers and train apprentices. Currently Grace’s Rest is run full-time by the 

author on a voluntary basis. 

All of this will come at a price, however, so we cannot afford to relent in 

our fundraising efforts, be that through table-top sales, grant applications or in 

seeking investors. 

 

What you can do to help 

Grace’s Rest cannot operate without the support of our peers and members of the 

public and there are some really simple things that you can do to help our cause. By 

reading and sharing our blog and following us on social media you can help us 

reach a much wider audience. That seemingly pointless ‘share’ or ‘like’ can double, 

triple or quadruple the number of people that view our content and has a direct 

effect on the number of donations we receive. 

 If you would like to be kept up to date with our work, consider signing up to 

our e-newsletter mailing list and, of course, if you would like to donate towards our 

cause we will be eternally grateful for your contribution. 

Further information can be found at 

www.gracesrest.co.uk. 

Contact:  

Email: enquir ies@gracesrest.co.uk 

Post: Grace’s Rest, PO Box 6420, 

Coventry, CV6 9LS. 

Phone: 01676 471390 

And finally, please, never purchase an 

exotic pet! 
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SAFE HAVEN FOR DONKEYS IN THE HOLY LAND - UPDATE 

 

The autumn 2014 edition of The Ark included an article from Ann Widdecombe 

about her visit to Safe Haven for Donkeys in the Holy Land of which she is a patron.  

Now Wendy Ahl, UK Operations Director of the charity, has very kindly agreed to 

share with us some of the charity’s latest news. 
 

BY WENDY AHL 

 

W orking donkeys play a vital role in helping to alleviate poverty in Israel 

and Palestine/the West Bank.  They br ing crops in from the fields, take 

goods to market and are used for personal transport.  A visitor to the West Bank 

some months ago noted that ‘the amount of crops that families could take home at 

one time were limited to what their donkeys could carry on their backs’.   

 A whole family will rely on each donkey and very often, this animal can be 

their only possession. Figures suggest that there are around 680,000 families who are 

living below the poverty line in the West Bank and are, therefore, likely to own a 

donkey, as a truck or car is beyond their means. 

 That very poverty, coupled with a lack of animal welfare knowledge, means 

that owners are very often unable to given their animal the care that it needs, leading 

to a vicious circle, as without a healthy animal to work for them, the whole family 

could simply starve to death.  Sick or elderly animals are often abandoned as it is 

cheaper to simply buy a new animal. 

 Safe Haven for Donkeys in the 

Holy Land was set up in 2000 as an 

attempt to do something to help these 

poor beasts of burden and their owners.  

Today, nearly 220 donkeys have found a 

home for life at the charity’s sanctuary 

near the Israeli town of Netanya.  The 

sanctuary is run by a dedicated team of 

local workers, Abed, Moussa and Unis, 

led by local vet Dr Pierre Sharvit who has 

been with the charity since the very 

beginning. 

 Not all of the residents at the 

sanctuary are donkeys – there are a couple 

of horses, a few cats and even a goat who 

was being kept in a high rate apartment 

block by his original rescuer who begged   

Timothy 
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us to take Hornby, as we have called him, 

in.  Hornby is no trouble as he eats the 

same as the donkeys and, indeed, he is 

best friends with one of our younger 

donkeys called Edmund. 

 Safe Haven’s work does not 

however stop at the sanctuary gates, as 

we know that just taking in donkeys 

would only scratch at the surface of the 

problem.  In 2005, the charity purchased 

a mobile clinic vehicle and began visiting 

towns and villages in Israel and Palestine 

to offer free veterinary treatment to 

working animals, by 2015 visiting 40 

different towns and villages every month.  

 In 2011, Safe Haven’s first 

permanent clinic opened in the 

Palestinian city of Qalqilya, followed by 

a second in the city of Nablus in 2012, 

both areas of desperate need. These 

clinics are open 24 hours a day for 

emergency cases and local vets hold 

regular sessions there for more complex needs. The clinics are also a base for 

education sessions for the owners who rely on their animals and for visits from 

local schools, colleges and universities, especially in Nablus.  Our work in the 

community is led by experienced vet Dr Jaber Keadan who is assisted by local vets 

and other workers including Dr Rakan Salous in Nablus and Dr Ahmad Fareid in 

Qalqilya. 

 Since Ann’s visit, we have taken in several new rescuees.  The latest has 

been named Timothy after one of our lovely supporters.  Timothy, who we think is 

about 10 years old, was found wandering by the Ephraim Gate crossing between 

Israel and the Palestinian Territories.  The Operations Manager called Safe Haven 

and Timothy was transported to our clinic near the Palestinian city of Qalqilya 

where he will stay until he can be taken back across the border to our sanctuary in 

Israel. 

 Ann Widdecombe also has her own namesake – little Widdy, who was born 

at our Nablus clinic a few months ago after his pregnant mother Maria was brought 

to us as a stray.  If it had not been for Safe Haven, poor Maria would have given 

birth on the streets and little Widdy might not have survived. 

Widdy at Nablus 
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 We have also helped many 

hundreds more animals to stay with the 

owners who rely so totally on them.  A 

recent example is a donkey brought to our 

Nablus clinic.  His previous owner had 

only used the donkey to ride while his 

sheep were grazing, but then he was sold 

to a man who wanted to use the donkey to 

carry heavy building materials up and 

down stairs in a high rise tower block 

which was being built nearby.  There is a 

lot of building in Nablus and many donkeys are used for this purpose.  The donkey 

was not used to lifting such heavy loads, hour after hour, day after day, and began to 

suffer.  He stopped eating and spent most of his time laying on the ground.  

Thankfully, his owner knew about our work in Nablus and rented a vehicle to bring 

his donkey to the clinic.  When the donkey arrived, he was fragile, weak and sweaty.  

The first thing our clinic manager Dr Rakan did was to check the donkey’s vital signs 

– his heartbeat and respiratory rate were very fast, he had a high temperature and was 

going into shock.  He was put on intravenous fluids, painkillers and antibiotics and 

stayed at the clinic for some time before he was well enough to leave – his owner 

promised not to work the donkey so hard and to allow him to rest and drink water 

regularly. 

 Education is a vital part of all we do – as well as educating owners, like the 

one above, on the best way to look after their animals, veterinary students from the 

Nablus university regularly visit the clinic to learn more about looking after donkeys.  

We also have parties of schoolchildren visiting the sanctuary itself. 

 Like all animal charities, Safe Haven for Donkeys in the Holy Land relies 

entirely on donations from the public to be able to continue its much-needed work.  

People support us in so many ways, including donations, sponsoring a donkey, 

purchasing our Christmas cards, calendars and other gifts, running a stall at their 

local village fete, leaving a gift in their will or even, for the more adventurous, 

running, cycling or even skydiving! 
  

To make a donation or find out more:  

Visit: www.safehaven4donkeys.org  

Call: 01444 470136 or  

Write to: Safe Haven for  Donkeys in the 

Holy Land, Unit 23 More House Farm 

Business Centre, Ditchling Road, Wivelsfield, 

Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 7RE. 

Ann Widdecombe                         

with donkey and staff 
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MARKET AND STREET CATS UPDATE 

 

CCA life member, Diana Lord has been a life-long advocate for animals, 

supporting many animal charities and involving herself in hands-on animal welfare 

in and around her home in London.  Here she updates us on the plight of the street 

and market cats in London. 

BY DIANA LORD 

 

A s a decades-long CCA member, I am 

grateful that The Ark continues to 

provide a platform for the reporting of 

problems not possible via other forums. I am 

desperate to shine a spotlight on the unseen 

moggies in the mean streets of our inner 

cities and street markets. These poor 

creatures are not exotic like tigers or 

elephants, so I have found it impossible to 

find any ‘celebrity’ willing to lend a voice.  

 Since my article on the subject in The 

Ark (Autumn/Winter 2013), I heard about 

more cats (and sometimes ‘guard dogs’) in 

other London markets and further afield. 

Apart from my North London MP, I still have had no response from any South 

London MP, Council or market authority, despite my many letters. Two letters in 

the Daily Mail captioned ‘Shop Cat Hazard’ (29/1/2016) and ‘Dogged by Cat 

Germs’ (14/4/2016) support my concerns that this is an animal welfare and public 

health matter. In  2006, the Daily Telegraph reported that Defra’s Science Advisory 

Epidemic Diseases Sub-group stated that there had been extensive infection of cats 

in avian influenza outbreaks in Asia, calling for more research into the exposure on 

feral cats, farm cats and pets and the risks of transmission to poultry.  

 Brixton (South London) is the opposite end of town from my home but I 

have been there approximately 36 times in two years. I have been greatly helped by 

Anna, an exceptional vet from a private clinic, and by RSPCA officers, but 

resources are limited so our efforts remain piecemeal. It has cost me a fair amount 

personally in taxi fares, as it not easy to carry a cat in a trap on trains. We have been 

using  London Cat Care & Control Consortium (C4) vouchers, which depend on 

donations. Long term, C4 is not sustainable when so many cats are involved. 

Moreover, these cats are being used for vermin control in commercial 

establishments. Should we be subsidising shop-owners as well as providing a free  
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‘fetch & carry’ service?  Surely, we are not encouraging responsible ownership. I 

have come across cat and rodent faeces in food shops. It is long overdue that 

appropriate education material is supported by the Councils and market authorities, 

combined with more stringent legislation regarding both animal welfare and hygiene.    

  

Cat population  

So far, we have neutered approximately 20 cats and handled 32 kittens in just two 

streets. Anybody with Trap Neuter Return (TNR) experience will agree that these 

figures represent a much larger unseen population.  Most shopkeepers do not admit 

they have cats for vermin control.  It takes much patience and cultural sensitivity to 

gain trust. A few individuals like us cannot make enough progress. 

 

Caged cat 

The first cat I helped belonged to a Ghanian grocer who really did not deserve a C4 

voucher. We were anxious because his cat was heavily pregnant, so vet Anna kept 

her at home for weeks, homed the kittens and neutered her before returning her. The 

owner later rang Anna when a dog attacked his cat, expecting free treatment plus a 

‘fetch & return’ service! Meanwhile, Council Environment officers, spotting cat food 

in his shop, warned him not to keep cats. Both RSPCA and Cat Protection officers 

successfully mediated on his behalf.  His cat later went missing (hopefully to a good 

home). He kept asking for another cat which, of course, we were not happy about. By 

chance, Anna then found he had a new cat which he kept in a tiny cage by day, caked 

with faeces. She removed the poor cat to be cleaned, neutered, microchipped and 

returned, with a stern warning against caging it. At my request, an RSPCA officer 

visited the shop with ‘friendly’ advice. Shortly after, a woman customer at a nearby 

café took away this same cat, thinking it was a stray.  She took it to a vet who found 

the microchip and phoned the shopkeeper who refused to respond to messages left 

and also refused to accept two special-delivery letters. The vet contacted Anna via 

the microchip, hence our knowledge of the situation. Luckily, the cat now has a 

loving new owner but this incident proves that we are not making progress regarding 

responsible ownership. This shopkeeper will merely get another cat which he is 

unlikely to neuter.  

 

Public health 

Visiting the streets after-hours to look for feral cats (which sadly, we easily spotted), 

we saw piles of raw chicken and meat joints piled around garbage bins, which will 

perpetuate the vermin-cat cycle. A friendly Halal butcher said he was obliged to pay 

for special bins for unsold meat, so clearly there are others breaking the rules. Where 

are the inspections?  Some of these ‘exotic’ shops could also have illegal bush meat – 

it is not far-fetched to suggest that cross-infection is a potential risk. 
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Redevelopment 

As I predicted in my previous article, Network Rail is undertaking redevelopment in 

Brixton (and elsewhere) which means cats from some of the shops affected will 

disperse, resulting in more welfare problems and unwanted kittens.   

 I have come across only two shopkeepers who themselves paid for their cats 

to be neutered and also a kind West Indian taxi driver feeding cats in a shop where 

the owner does not care, and a bin man who feeds the cats, keeping down rats around 

the bin storage area. Generally, the scene is dismal.  

 

Immigration 

We do not seem to recognise that immigration is having an effect on animal welfare. 

This year alone I have personally spoken to the following: a young Portuguese 

couple who bought a dog via the internet; they had not realised ‘keeping a dog is so 

much trouble, plus we can’t afford to sterilise her’; a Turkish shop assistant who 

bought a retriever he had no time for – luckily he eventually gave it to kind 

customers; a ‘Big Issue’ vendor from Romania who showed me photos of his cat on 

his mobile phone – I have not succeeded in persuading him to have his cat castrated 

(‘boy cat, no need’); I provided him with Cats Protection leaflets in Romanian but 

soon noticed he was virtually illiterate. Happily, I managed to facilitate sterilisation 

of a cat belonging to a Brazilian shop assistant who bought it via the internet for £20 

– from an Indian immigrant living in one room – where he had fed the wretched cat 

only milk. When I gently admonished her for buying the cat off the internet – her 

reasonable reply was: ‘But you see, I got her away from a cruel man, she was so 

frightened, thin and hungry’. 

 Last year, it was reported that there are now colonies of up to 50 feral cats to 

be found in leafy Cambridgeshire. Our television and computer screens are awash 

with ‘cute’ kitten and puppy films, when what we truly need is a major a review of 

our education material and:- 

 

1) More appropriate material 

in various languages and co-

operation from the Councils;  

2) More publicity regarding 

UK’s animal welfare law; 

3) More volunteers to be 

trained in TNR and cultural 

sensitivity; 

4) More attention for the 

increasing numbers of animals 

on our mean streets. 
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S LETTER 

 

BY FRANCES CHALK 
 

Dear Friends, 
 

Vegetarian food can be wonderful, and living close to the 

West End I have visited several veggie restaurants, though 

some have sadly closed – not the best ones though, like 

Mildred’s and The Gate.  I know what I like and don’t like – 

I don’t like soggy vegetables and pulses all mixed up like a 

savoury Eton Mess and called Homity pie. What’s a Homity?  

A proper Homity pie is really a flan using mainly potatoes 

and onions, but of course leeks etc. can be added for a ‘de 

luxe’ version. 

 Unlike many vegetarians my idea of a meat free meal is one similar to a meat 

meal but made only with vegetables, such as flans, pasta, stews, potatoes, beans etc.  

Unfortunately, my stomach can’t cope with soya or Quorn, and I can’t see the point 

of vegetarian sausages, burgers or spaghetti Bolognese made with soya.  I always 

think those who eat them think they should be eating meat. 

 Anyhow, I and two others took our friend out for her special birthday and, 

being a vegetarian, she ordered skate knobs.  We were puzzled and asked why she 

ate fish, and she told us, ‘I don’t eat fish – I couldn’t look a fish in the eye – but 

skate knobs have no eyes’.  True….but meat products do not have eyes (unless you 

eat the eyes – yuk!) so what’s the difference with fish? 

 How incredibly sad is the sight of elephants and giraffes killed by humans, 

yet these sights are what we are seeing more and more of in the media, and I expect 

you feel as I do;  what can I do about this?  I’m not signing a petition because there 

have been hundreds of petitions put in front of governments and the number of 

poachers has gone up while the numbers of wild life has gone down.  Furthermore, 

we are told about corrupt governments in 

Africa, yet money is still handed out to 

them and they do very little to deal with 

this problem, and no doubt would not 

care if all their wild life disappeared.  We 

don’t need to know what this photo is 

about, because it doesn’t matter what it’s 

about – it’s evil.  Judging by the looks on 

their faces, the onlookers do not appear 

to be the guilty ones.  What can we do 

about this?  Sign a petition?       Frances x 
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NEWS FROM POLAND 

 

BY GRAZYNA STANEK-CZERNY  

(CCA-POLAND) 

 

O n 26th April a special meeting on Animal Theology 

was held at The Silesian University, Faculty of Law, 

conducted by my friend, a Catholic priest, Dr Roman 

Batorski and I. Together, with members of The Scientific 

Association of Animals Rights and invited guests, we discussed 

the issue of concern for animals in Christianity, especially in 

the Catholic Church. Pr Batorski, as a theologian, presented 

points related to animals in the Catechism of the Catholic 

Church (CCC). He also talked about the role of animals in The 

Bible and Pope Francis’ Encyclical Laudato Si’. Pr Roman is deeply anxious about 

animals from factory farms, he is a vegetarian and, by witness of his own life, he 

encourages clergy to change the way they deal with the animal issue. 

 On Saturday 18th June, a group of few hundred people gathered in Warsaw, the 

capital of Poland, to protest against the barbaric festival of dog meat in the Chinese 

city, Yulin.  It was one of many protests organised in many countries to condemn the 

so called festival, during which thousands of dogs and cats are tortured, boiled and 

skinned alive in order to obtain – as it is believed – a better-tasting meat. Animals are 

often stolen from their homes or trapped in 

streets.  It was the first such protest organised in 

Poland.  The Y ulin Meat Festival  has been 

organised since 2009, so it is not an old Chinese 

tradition as some defenders of this terrifying 

‘celebration’ claim. 
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NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 

 

BY JOHN DRENNAN (CCA -AUSTRALIA) 

 

T hat wonderful encyclical Laudato Si’ is 

gradually getting to be read and known by the 

Catholic clergy and Catholic educators in 

Australia.  As an environmentalist and defender  of 

the ecology, as well as an animal rights/welfare person, I 

am, of course, delighted by that. But I fear that the 

perception persists, and may be reinforced, that the rights 

(or quasi-rights) of animals are dependent on their being 

part of the ecology and, in a sense, subservient thereto.  

That may, in part, be a result of misinterpretation of the 

encyclical or merely of selected reading of it. What 

matters effectively is the way it – or any other document 

– is perceived, rather than what it actually says.  So I see 

part of our mission as that of persuading the clergy and others of the need for proper 

interpretation, and of the need to see our duties to animals as being primarily 

knowable through direct moral intuition rather than via a process of discursive 

reasoning from their being elements within an ecology – or, for that matter, as being 

part of God’s creation.  

 God wants us to respect and care for sentient beings – though not primarily 

for those reasons.  Of course, if our notion of God somehow equates with the 

abstract notion of the greatest good, then it might be otherwise. But within that 

universe of discourse, not only would we need to say ‘As God’s creatures, animals 

are deserving of our consideration etc.’, but we would also need to prefix the same 

phrase, ‘as God’s creatures’ to the precept ‘fellow human beings are deserving of 

social justice etc.’.  In this respect neither creation (in the sense of having been 

created) nor ecology serves as a morally differentiating reason.  

 

New members welcome         

We are sorely in need of new members. Even if you have little or no spare time for 

active participation, you would be contributing substantially to our efforts for the 

animals by joining or renewing your membership.  Subscription (which includes The 

Ark magazine thrice yearly) is $35, payable to CCA-Aus. Send to 4/35 Morrah 

Street, Parkville, VIC 3052.  
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NEWS FROM THE ANIMAL INTERFAITH ALLIANCE  

 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

A IA has started to implement its Cooler Eating 

Campaign to put animal issues onto the agendas of 

the faith, environment and development 

organisations.  Many of these organisations still do not 

grasp the impact of meat eating on the climate, the 

environment, poverty, health and, of course, on the 

suffering of billions of animals each year.   

 AIA have started working in collaboration with The 

Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC) which was 

established in 1995 by Prince Philip to bring faith 

organisations together to work for the environment. Since 

then, ARC has established a large global network of faith based organisations 

undertaking initiatives for the environment. More recently, they have become 

interested in embracing animals in their circle of concern. 

 I was interviewed twice on Radio Safe & Sound, an animal rights radio 

station in New Zealand, firstly on AIA and the faiths’ teachings on animals, and then 

on more esoteric subjects, such as are animals like us, do they have consciousness 

and do they have souls?  These programmes went out on 26th September and 3rd 

October.  Please visit their Facebook page as they have many interviews with 

interesting animal rights advocates, for example, Peter Singer. 

 AIA has provided some financial support to The Compassion Project which is 

a project recently set up in the U.S. by Dr Will Tuttle and others to produce a film 

about faith leaders speaking out for animals. They have already produced a trailer for 

the film which can be viewed on http://thecompassionprojectfilm.com/.  You may 

also like to support them. 

 On 29th August, AIA joined CIWF in Parliament Square in London to protest 

against live transport, as part of their Animals are not Freight campaign.  AIA also 

ran a social media campaign to get this message out.  

 On 17th – 20th September, we attended a Liberal Democrat Lawyers 

Association Rights-Liberties-Justice (RLJ) meeting at the Liberal Democrat 

Conference in Brighton, entitled ‘Animal Welfare – Animal Rights. Time for a 

Review?’ and we put forward the motion that there should be a review of how to 

include the rights of animals in legislation. 

 Finally, the amazing Marian Hussenbux continues to send campaign letters 

around the world to protest against animal cruelties wherever they occur. 

 

http://thecompassionprojectfilm.com/
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HAVE YOUR SAY  
 

ASK POPE FRANCIS TO BAN THE BULLFIGHT 

 

Dear Editor, 
 

May I appeal to your readers to join 

me in urging the Catholic Church to 

oppose the bullfight? This campaign 

began with requests for tweets and 

Facebook posts. In continuation, I am 

asking for emails to the Pope at 

Lombardi@pressva.va copying the 

following message or using your own 

words:- 

 

‘Pope Francis, show your concern for 

creation by condemning the bullfight and 

directing that your Bishops officially 

proclaim your condemnation.’ 

 

Fr Federico Lombardi is the Director of 

the Vatican Press Office, and the best 

way to contact the Pope by email. 

 The bullfight involves a ritual of prolonged, agonising torture of bulls for 

entertainment. Many thousands of bulls are violently abused in this way each year. 

The Catholic Church needs to speak out against the bullfight, partly because of the 

Church's ability to exert influence in Catholic countries like Spain where bullfights 

take place, and partly because the Church is complicit in this cruelty. For instance, 

bullfights are promoted, enacted and watched by Catholics; bullfights are staged to 

celebrate feast days of Catholic Saints and, far from condemning them, priests might 

be involved.  

 I'm also asking people to write to their local Papal Nuncio, copy to Greg 

Burke at greg.burke@pressva.va. Greg Burke is the new director of the Vatican 

Press Office.  Also to your local Apostolic Nuncio - copy to The Apostolic Nuncio 

(Pope’s representative) for Great Britain.  The email address is:-  

nuntius@globalnet.co.uk    

 Your emails are a very important stage in this campaign. Please make the 

time to send one.  Many thanks. 

Virginia Bell (by email) 
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HAVE YOUR SAY  
 

OCTOPUS ENCOUNTER 
 

 

Dear Editor, 
 

The following story is true.  In 1978 I 

was living on Myrtle Beach AFB, 

South Caroline with my husband, a 

then USAF fighter pilot, and two black 

Labradors.  I walked my dogs each 

morning around 5.30am to beat the 

heat.  My favourite walk was a 13 mile 

drive (gulp!) to a deserted beach called 

Huntingdon Beach which was wild and 

totally undeveloped. 

 On this particular morning I 

noticed my two dogs sniffing at a mound about the size of a soccer ball lying on the 

beach about 20 foot from the ebbing tide. The object was covered with sand.  I 

nudged it gently with my foot and, to my surprise, it moved. A closer inspection 

proved it to be an octopus – and a large octopus! 

 My first thought was to get it back into the water fast, so I picked it up.  Its 

tentacles were so long I had to hold it high above my head to prevent them tripping 

me up.  I waded out into the water, which was clear and beautifully calm as the 

wavelets were behind me, and carefully placed it on the bottom.  It took about 30 

seconds to recover before it headed out to sea. 

 I stood there and said a little prayer to thank God for guiding me to this exact 

spot to where I could have the pleasure of rescuing it. I then said another little prayer 

for its safety and turned to wade back to shore.   

 To my horror the octopus returned. My first thought was it had become 

disorientated by being out of the water for so long, and it was going to beach itself.  

However, instead of passing, it stopped about five foot short of my toes and spread 

itself out like a flower.  I bent down for a closer look and found it gazing up at me.  I 

remember being struck by the intelligence in that eye and, as we stared at each other, 

I felt a sort of link run between us.  I know it sounds ridiculous but I cannot explain 

it in any other way.  The octopus then gathered itself up, turned and headed back to 

deep water. 

 What I want to know is, was this animal capable of feeling gratitude?  I 

would be interested in any comments. Thank you. 

Sally Frances Brown (by email) 
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HAVE YOUR SAY  
 

REASONS NOT TO DONATE A ‘GIFT’ ANIMAL 

 

Dear Editor, 
 

A number of aid charities are 

recommending that donating an animal to a 

poor family will help them.  Although this is 

well-meaning, this is neither helpful to the 

animals, the families nor the environment.  I 

list here some of the reasons why: 

 

1. Intolerance to milk: 75 per  cent of the wor ld’s population and 90 per cent of 

Asian and African populations are lactose-intolerant, which results in digestive 

ailments. Animal milk is associated with other problems like allergies, asthma and 

auto-immune disorders. This is not surprising, as milk is for babies, not adults, and 

animal milk is for the relevant animals, not humans. 
 

2. The Wrong Message: Promoting gift farm animals gives the wrong message. 

The only sustainable way to feed the world is with a vegan diet. Encouraging farm 

animal giving programmes has a ripple effect. It paves the way for greater 

consumption of meat, dairy and eggs. 

 

3. Wasteful: Farm animals are a waste of resources. The environment may be 

too poor for the animal to graze. If it does graze, it destroys the fertility of the land. 

Either way, time, labour and resources which should be used for feeding the family 

are required for the animal. The amount of water needed for gift animals is much 

more than is needed to grow crops. The animal’s requirements are in direct 

competition with the requirements of the recipient family, especially in times of 

drought. 

 

4. Suffering: In hard times the animal will be the fir st to suffer , from neglect 

and lack of veterinary care. This is unfortunate for the animal and for the family.  

The animals may have to suffer long distance transportation. Many will suffer from 

confinement, neglect, malnutrition, disease and temperature extremes. Eventual 

slaughter will be horrific. 

 

5. Expert Opinion: The W orld Land Trust calls animal gifting programmes 

‘madness… environmentally unsound and economically disastrous…’. They state 

that they consider it ‘grossly irresponsible…to continue with these schemes….as a   
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means of raising quick money for charities over the Christmas season’. Gift animals, 

they say, will add to problems in areas of drought and desertification. 

 Maneka Gandhi, former Indian Minister for social welfare and animal 

protection, says on grazing goats, ‘within two years, the people who get goats have 

an even poorer lifestyle. A goat destroys the fertility of land and any milk or dung it 

may give is very little (in value) compared to the havoc it wreaks…’ She says that ‘a 

cow will drink up to 90 litres of water every single day’. 

 

6. Criticisms: Maneka Gandhi voiced her  disillusionment with char ities in 

general that spend money on their own infrastructure in preference to the target 

cause. GiveWell, a charity rating organization, expressed concerns about animal 

gifting charities, as ‘We have not found a livestock-distribution charity that has 

published either evidence of impact ….or clear answers to these questions’.  

 

7. Ethical and Sustainable Alternatives: There are alternatives. There are 

hunger relief charities which specifically provide both immediate assistance and long

-term community solutions that feed families without using animals. Here are four 

that Animal Aid (www.animalaid.org.uk/) recommends:- 

 

A Well Fed World (http://awfw.org/) 

Food for Life Global (http://www.ffl.org/) 

Fruit Tree Planting Foundation (www.ftpf.org) 

International Fund for Africa (http://ifundafrica.org/)     

Virginia Bell (by email) 

 

Donate Online  
to Catholic Concern for Animals with 

 

CHARITY CHOICE 

  

If you would like to pay for membership or make an online donation to Catholic Concern 

for Animals by debit or credit card, with the option of adding gift aid, please go to:  

www.charitychoice.co.uk/catholic-concern-for-animals-1068 

Or go to the link on CCA’s website at www.catholic-animals.com 

Thank you for your kind support! 

http://awfw.org/
http://www.ffl.org/
http://www.ftpf.org
http://ifundafrica.org/
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HAVE YOUR SAY  
 

THE BADGER CULL 

 

Dear Editor, 
 

In spite of public outcry and scientific 

evidence, the inhumane badger  cull 

continues. One must ask the reason why? As 

long as people continue to support the dairy 

industry over the lives of the badgers, then 

we may not stop this atrocity. However, 

dairy milk is meant for calves, there is NO 

argument. As long as the public choose to 

drink this commodity, then both calves and 

badgers will die. The choice is theirs. 

 Those who could help and choose not 

to, should hang their heads in shame.  We 

need media attention re this vile killing. 

Choose which side of the line you are on. 

 It would appear to me to be a way of 

appeasing farmers and shooters, nothing at 

all to do with TB. At the moment the 

government, for want of a better word, are 

choosing to appease the killers in our 

community, even though they are vastly out 

numbered by people who genuinely care 

about wildlife. 

 Which side of the line do you walk? 

Please tread carefully, there are wonderful 

lives at risk. 

P. Ward (by email) 

 
 

ALBERT KAPLAN ARTICLE 

Dear Editor, 
 

I would ask you to pray for Albert Kaplan.  Alber t wrote the best ever  ar ticle I 

have read, justifying Jesus as a vegetarian.  I loved that article which you published 

and I wrote to him to say so. 

D.P. Gordon, Croydon, Surrey. 
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THE BADGER CULL 

 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

A fter  unsuccessful  pilot badger culls in Somerset and Gloucestershire in 

August 2013 and then in Dorset in 2015, the Government have now 

licensed culls in seven new areas (10 areas in total).  These badger culls are not only 

cruel but are ineffective and should not be allowed to proceed for the following 

reasons: 

 

1. Half the culls failed to meet their targets of numbers of badgers culled, making the 

results meaningless.  Therefore, we cannot rely on the new areas meeting their 

targets and being ‘effective’. 

2. There has been no information  provided on the incidence of TB in cattle in 

the pilot cull areas.  Therefore, there are no grounds for extending the culls. 

3. More than 30 eminent scientists have described the cull as a ‘costly distraction’ 

that actually risks making the problem of tuberculosis in cattle worse, and that will 

cost far more than it saves. 

4. Culling is not  selective and, therefore, many healthy badgers have been 

slaughtered as ‘collateral damage’.  As many as six out of seven badgers killed by 

the cull could have been TB free, but we will never know as none of the badgers 

killed have been examined to see if they have TB. 

5.  Culling is inhumane – some badgers killed in the pilots took longer than five 

minutes to die after they’d been shot.   

6.  The British Veterinary Association (BVA) have withdrawn their support of the 

cull due to is inhumaneness and ineffectiveness. 

7. The badger culls have cost too much.  In 2013 in England, culling 1,879 badgers 

cost £9.8 million (£5,215 per badger), whilst in Wales, vaccinating 1,424 badgers 

cost £943,000 (£662 per badger). [Figures from TB Free England]. 

 

The solution should be to: 

1. Vaccinate badgers; 

2. Vaccinate cattle; and 

3. Improve the husbandry and biosecurity of cattle. 

 

Areas, such as Wales, which have undertaken these procedures, have demonstrated 

success in controlling TB in both cattle and badger populations at a far lower cost to 

the taxpayer than culling.  

 

For further details see the ‘RSPCA Report on Badger Culls’  on their website. 

https://www.theguardian.com/theobserver/2012/oct/14/letters-observer
https://animalinterfaithalliance.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/badger_culls-1.pdf
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ARK CROSSWORD - NUMBER 40 

 Solution to Last 
Crossword No. 39 

Across: 1 Tea bag, 4 Carpet,   
8 Eastern, 9 Won over,           
11 Blistering, 12 Esau,           
13 Liszt, 14 Ladybird,            
16 Victoria, 18 Skips, 20 Leap, 
21 Addressing, 23 Ottoman,   
24 Badgers, 25 Radish,           
26 Bottle.  

 

Down: 1 Trail, 2 Artists, 3 Air 
letter, 5 Among, 6 Proverb,      
7 Thesaurus, 10 Billiards,       
13 Leicester, 15 Desperado,    
17 Tiptoed, 19 Insight,           
21 Amass, 22 Nurse. 

Across 

  1 With one you have unanimity (6) 

  4 Frightened to discover he's a punk (6,2) 

10 Corrupt, or alternatively it's illegal or it makes 
you fat (7) 

11 Hardy's books? (7) 

12 What's wrong with a change in weather after 
snow? (4) 

13 Does bread wheat go off in this climatic 
circumstance? (3,7) 

15 Climbs up on a fish (6) 

16 Extreme sacrament? (7) 

20 Patients often are travelling from the outside (7) 

21 Flowers right under one's nose? (6) 

24 Life detour shapes The Third Man, for example 
(10) 

26 No, it becomes how I am with something I  find 
interesting (4) 

28 Points for boxing (7) 

29 Windy bird (7) 

30 Temporarily stops hangings (8) 

31 Feasts for comics (6) 

Down 

1 A police examination can be an exacting 
process (4,4) 

2 Revisit. Pardon? (4,5) 

3 Uncommon part of popular area (4) 

5 Face up to blow (8) 

6 Lot came to give his royal seat? Quite the 
reverse (4,6) 

7 Two articles changed in Wales (5) 

8 Father's attempt in the kitchen? (6) 

9 He had large variations (5) 

14 Elias and Ted almost make the sea 
palatable (10) 

17 Paper thin vegetable wrapping (9) 

18 Liked roll of solid die (8) 

19 Causes astonishment at sound's 
variation (8) 

22 Calls for 5 round 99's? (6) 

23 Cheap damaged fruit (5) 

25 Multiples strange items (5) 

27 Source of precious metals belonging to 
me (4) 
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RECIPE - VEGAN BASIAN FOR PASTA DISHES 

 

BY JENNIFER POTHECARY 

 

M y far ‘better half’, having been recommended a dairy-free diet after 

fighting cancer, asked me to gave away all the cheese in the fridge and buy 

some vegan cheese. Those allergic to soya, please note, I am buying 

VIOLIFE which is made,  in the main,  from coconut milk.  There is nothing on the 

packet about cooking with it, but my good friend and fellow hedgehog 

volunteer,  Karra, told me that it makes a lovely macaroni dish. 

  Now, in charge of us hedgehog 

volunteers is a lady who, together 

with her extended family, takes an 

occasional holiday in Barbados and 

they come back with wonderful 

Basian recipes. So, here is my vegan 

version of one.  It is so delicious that I 

would cheerfully serve it at a posh 

dinner party, together with a side 

salad (add some fruit to the salad and 

make it exotic: think sun and rum and 

cheerful, friendly dark skins; forget 

about northern Europe!!)   

This is for two.  Please use your own quantities: 

 

-      In olive oil,  lightly fry an onion - cut very small 

-      Add at least 3 cloves of garlic - cut very small 

-      When the above are soft,  stir in a tablespoon of gram flour 

-      Add lots of seasoning: paprika, herbs, etc. to your taste - think sunshine! 

-      Now stir in passata  - 200 grams 

-      Keep to a creamy consistency, so add some soya or rice milk 

-      Add half a packet of Violife and keep stirring - it is slow to dissolve 

-      Finally, mix this into your favourite cooked pasta. 

 - 

 Despite being well travelled (I worked for an airline), I never went to 

Barbados.  My friends who go there tell me that this is known as macaroni pie; so 

it needs to be thickish.  It is a happy part of their culinary culture and comes out in 

big trays, often being taken from door to door in vans and other transport. 

  When you eat it and enjoy it, please say a prayer for the Wiltshire Wildlife 

Hospital;  pray we keep going with enough funds and volunteers. 
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FILM REVIEW 

 

COWSPIRACY: THE SUSTAINABILTY SECRET 

 

T his documentary is a groundbreaking piece with vital 

information for the entire human race concerning 

the future of Planet Earth. Produced and nar rated 

by Kip Andersen, it investigates animal agriculture and its 

impact on climate change. 

Kip, a self-confessed typical all-American boy, was 

inspired in his youth by Al Gore’s philosophy on countering 

climate change. Al Gore focused on fossil fuel reduction, 

careful use of domestic water and electricity, and recycling, 

and Kip quickly accustomed himself to following this regime. 

However, he was later alerted to the UN report, Livestock’s 

Long Shadow 2006, which pointed out how animal agriculture is the main cause of 

climate change. Understanding that our life on this planet may be limited to fifty 

more years, something never mentioned by the large environmental organisations, he 

decided to investigate why. 

Kip systematically contacted all the major environmental protection groups 

for water, the oceans, the rainforests, sustainable farming and wildlife. Statistics in 

the US show that just 5 per cent of all water consumption is taken for domestic use, 

while 55 per cent is used for animal agriculture. Yet, when speaking to the Pacific 

Water Program co-director, only domestic water-saving strategies are considered. 

There was a similar response from CA  Dept Water Resources.  They made the excuse 

that there is a difference between ‘behaviour change’ and ‘water management’, and 

they were only concerned with the latter. 

It was a similar story with major rainforest protection groups: they were 

concerned about the clearing of 26 million acres for palm oil plantations - bad 

enough - but were in complete denial about the 136 million acres cleared for animal 

agriculture. Kip visited a family-run grass-fed farm. Here the animals were leading a 

(short) natural life outdoors, with plenty of space and freedom to roam. The children 

played with the animals, who were relaxed in their company. The oldest child, with 

hesitation, did say she couldn’t get too emotionally involved, because the animals 

would be eaten. Yet statistics say that grass-fed farming is more unsustainable than 

factory farming. 

A visit to a supposedly reputable large organic dairy revealed an almost 

industrial routine of feeding, milking, regular early separation of cow and calf, matter

-of-fact talk of killing newborn male calves, and inhumane treatment of downed 

cows. The director of the dairy said it is too much to think that the world can be fed  
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with dairy in a sustainable way - and the farmer remarked that people would have to 

use plant milks!  

Wildlife organisations saw things from a slightly different angle. They 

noticed the relentless rounding up of wild horses to pounds and uncertain futures, the 

gunning down of predators, particularly big cats and wolves, to make room for 

farmed cattle saying that, basically, we have stolen the earth from the rest of the 

animals to use for ourselves.  

There had to be a very good reason for all environmental organisations to 

appear to be in denial about the largest cause of climate change, so investigating this 

was Kip’s next task.  After many more interviews it seemed all organisations had the 

same fear: that animal agriculture, the greatest single cause of climate change, is not 

popular with supporters. It requires major lifestyle changes, which many are 

unwilling to undertake. This, in turn, will discourage support, and thus donations 

will decrease. Without donations the organisations are in crisis and cannot survive.  

Alarmingly, those who do speak out will come up against the strong arm of 

the FBI, who look at animal activists as No 1 terrorist threats, because they are 

threatening the corporate profits of the meat and dairy industries. Howard Lyman, a 

former cattle rancher, knows this to his cost. Having made a U-turn in his life, and 

denounced the animal agriculture industry openly on the Oprah Winfrey Show, he 

spent many years paying off lawsuits from animal agriculture corporates. He 

proclaims: ‘You can’t be an environmentalist and eat animal products’ and ‘All we 

need is the environmentalists to practise what they profess and we’d be on a new 

course for the world’.    

There was a sinister form of repression going on towards the rainforest 

protection groups. Powerful Brazilian agri-businesses ensured their own survival; 

those who spoke out against the clearance of rainforest were killed by hired killers. 

To date, over 1,100 activists have been killed over the last twenty years. One of 

these was an American nun, Sister Dorothy Stang, whose life’s work was to protect 

the Amazon, and who paid the ultimate price; she spoke out and was killed by a 

hired gun from the cattle industry. 

 Almost as a last resort Kip decided to research the sustainability of backyard 

farming - the rearing of food animals on a very small scale. Could this be the way 

forward? This brought him face to face with slaughter, a reality which he had never 

witnessed before, and which had a profound effect on him. He realised that if he 

can’t kill his own food it is morally wrong to get someone else to do it for him. This 

realisation lead him on to look at the only alternative - veganism - which he knows 

to be the most sustainable. Conversation with an expert physician reassured him that 

all the nutrients are there in a vegan diet to enable people to live healthily and 

sustainably through all phases of life, from pregnancy, infancy and through to  

Continued on page 59 
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BOOK REVIEW 

 

THE DEATHCATS OF ASA’ICAN  

BY ANDREW M. SEDDON 

 

T he Roman Catholic literary tradition has always had a 

rich strand of speculative fiction, exemplified in the 

previous century by writers like Robert Hugh Benson, G. K. 

Chesterton, and Anthony Boucher, who used the imaginative 

scope made possible in this sort of fiction to explore important 

spiritual and psychological messages, grounded in a Roman 

Catholic worldview, and imparted naturally through the 

medium of seriously-crafted literary art.  Andrew Seddon is a 

worthy contemporary addition to this distinguished fellowship.  

The Catholic character of the work is not simply a matter of an 

occasional reference to a character's Catholic belief or practice, or of the use of the 

Pope as a major character in the story ‘Shadowdogs’; rather, it provides the moral 

and philosophical basis of all of the stories.  (Of course, this is a basis largely shared 

by the entire classical Christian tradition, so serious Christian believers in any 

tradition can appreciate these tales.) 

 A medical doctor by profession, Seddon writes in the ‘hard’ Sci-Fi tradition 

that grounds its speculation in actual science accurately depicted; and his 

background gives him a serious knowledge of the life sciences. But he avoids the 

besetting fault of some writers of this school; his science is a tool that enables him to 

tell stories about characters, who are the focus here (rather than focusing on info-

dumps about the physical aspects of the science itself).  And like a number of writers 

before him, he uses the literary conceit of a far-future galaxy widely colonized by 

humans, with diverse planets connected through faster-than-light space travel. 

 Our main character here is space-faring veterinarian Doc Hughes, founder of 

W.O.L.F. (Wellness for Other Life Forms).  Like time-travelling historian Robert 

Cragg in the author's Ring of Time stories, Hughes is a 40-ish Roman Catholic 

intellectual - wise, kindhearted, and possessed of a quiet courage.  In important 

ways, Hughes, even more than Cragg, is modelled on Seddon himself, which 

accounts for his being so life-like.  For instance, the author's real-life love of dogs, 

and German Shepherds in particular, comes through in Doc Hughes' relationship 

with Victrix and Rex.  (Likewise, much of the personality of Seddon's wife Olivia, 

who is a real-life veterinarian, can be recognized in the continuing character 

Madeleine Dickson.)  Victrix's telepathic enhancement (which enables her to 

communicate to Hughes, and understand his communications) allows her to connect 

with the readers and to be appreciated and recognized as an entity with intelligence  
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and feelings – which will, in turn, influence how these readers look at dogs in the 

future. 

 All the strengths of Seddon's writing that his fans have come to appreciate are 

here: deft writing, exciting storytelling with a point, literary craftsmanship, 

understanding of human nature (unchanged in any century), moral sensibility and 

clarity, high-order literary craftsmanship, and good character development.  Women 

appear as much as men in strong roles and positions of authority.  The author's 

characteristic thematic concerns - the importance of compassion (particularly 

compassion for animals, who typically can't plead for their own well-being and are 

dependent on humans to show them the kindness and respect that we owe to fellow 

creatures made to share God's universe with us) and the dangers of a hubris-fuelled 

science that recognizes no moral limits to its experimentation on the helpless - are 

evident throughout the book.  This volume collects all of the Doc Hughes stories to 

date.   

 Readers who appreciate historical fiction should definitely explore Seddon's 

work in that genre as well.  The faith-based character of his art is most obvious in the 

two books of his Saints Alive! series, fictionalized re-tellings of the stories of 

Catholic saints from history and tradition, Saints of Empire and  Celtic Paths.  But its 

also central to his novel Imperial Legions, set in a first-century Britain at the time of 

Boudica's rebellion, where the Christian message conflicts with Roman and Celtic 

paganism. 

Reviewed by Werner A. Lind, Bluefield College, Bluefield VA. 

Splashdown Books, New Zealand, 2015, ISBN 9781927154441.  

 

—————————————————————————————————————— 

Continued from page 57 

 

old age. Further research proves that it is possible to grow food plants without 

animal manure. And so, armed with this knowledge, Kip sees that there could be a 

better future for all life. 

You will have noticed that this documentary is absolutely packed with hard 

facts, given by many different people in many different walks of life. The film is 

must-see for everyone. However, it would be a big ask for superhuman powers of 

concentration to watch it all in one sitting. All but the most dedicated would find 

difficulty in staying on track for the full 90 minutes. The best advice to attain 

widespread viewing is to watch it chapter by chapter, with some time in between 

each one for thought or discussion. Thus viewers are able to take everything on 

board in bitesize portions.  It will be an eye-opener for many. 

By Sarah Dunning 
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BOOK REVIEW 

 

WHO STOLE MY RELIGION? 

BY RICHARD H. SCHWARTZ 

 

A lthough this book has been written to ‘revitalise 

Judaism and apply Jewish values to help our 

imperilled planet’, the references used from the Old 

Testament, apply as much to Christians as they do to Jews.  

Therefore, I felt it useful to review this book for The Ark. 

 Schwartz takes a good look at the world today including 

it politics, economic systems and foreign policies, as well as the 

environment and our treatment of animals.  Actually, only two 

out of sixteen chapters deal with animal rights, but Schwartz 

demonstrates that this is part of a larger, interconnected 

problem which has to be examined as a whole.  He says that the book is meant to be a 

wakeup call as the world is heading towards a ‘perfect storm’ that includes climate 

change, environmental degradation, world hunger, water shortages, climate wars, 

Islamic terrorism and other threats.  He argues that the only solution is to apply real 

Jewish values to deal with the problem.  Unfortunately, according to Schwartz, most 

Jews just aren’t doing enough and are failing to see the dangers ahead. 

 Schwartz identifies a shifting to the political right amongst orthodox Jews, 

particularly in America, which he demonstrates is inconsistent with the teachings of 

the Torah and other Jewish texts.  This is why he feels that his religion, Judaism, has 

been stolen.  The book seeks to identify who has stolen Judaism and how, and aims to 

bring us back to the true, original religion which is one based on love and 

compassion, not rules and rituals, particularly ones which have been misinterpreted. 

 Simply focusing on the animal rights issues, Schwartz’s arguments for the 

compassionate treatment of animals, supported by many references from the Torah, 

leaves one wondering how any Jew (and indeed any Christian) can claim to be 

genuine to their faith and not be vegan, let alone support any other form of animal 

cruelty.  In particular, he highlights the Torah’s mandate not to cause pain to living 

creatures - tsa’ar ba’alei chayim and demonstrates how so many Jews are breaking 

this mandate in the modern world. 

 Schwartz’s main criticism of such people is their apathy, their failure to 

challenge current practises, and their preference for ritual over meaning.  It is hard to 

see that this book could be anything less than a wakeup call and, as such, I strongly 

recommend it.                                           

KTAV Publishing, ISBN 978-965-524-234-8 

By Barbara Gardner 
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BOOK REVIEW 

 

THE JEWISH VEGAN 

BY RABBI DR SHMULY YANKLOWITZ 

 

T his book is a collection of articles about being Jewish 

and being vegan.  Much of it is based on the teachings 

of the Old Testament, which make it relevant to Christians 

as well as Jews. 

 Yanklowitz says of the contributors in his 

acknowledgements, ‘In only a few years, we have grown as 

leaders of the Jewish animal welfare movement who have led 

campaigns to create sustainable change, built vegetarian and 

vegan communities, and educated the broader Jewish 

community.  We have become a gathering place for thought-

leaders such as those who wrote for this volume’.  His contributors include Prof. 

Peter Singer, Dr Richard Schwartz, Rabbi Robyn Fryer Bodzin, Rabbi Yonassan 

Gershom and many others. 

 There is much food for thought in this collection of articles, as well as being  a 

great resource for any debate about why Jews and Christians should adhere to a 

vegetarian or vegan diet.  I would very much recommend this book. 

Shamayim V’Aretz Institute, ISBN 13: 978-1517393021 

By Barbara Gardner 

THE ABSURDITY OF HUMANS 
 

FROM OLD MCDONALD’S FACTORY FARM  BY C. DAVID COATS 

 

A ren’t humans amazing?  They kill wildlife - birds, deer, all kinds of cats, 

coyotes, beavers, groundhogs, mice and foxes by the million in order to 

protect their domestic animals and their feed. 

 Then they kill domestic animals by the billion and eat them.  This in turn 

kills people by the million, because eating all those animals leads to degenerative - 

and fatal - health conditions like heart disease, stroke, kidney disease, and cancer.  

So then humans spend billions of dollars torturing and killing millions more animals 

to look for cures for these diseases. 

 Elsewhere, millions of other human beings are being killed by hunger and 

malnutrition because food they could eat is being used to fatten domestic animals. 

 Meanwhile, few people recognise the absurdity of humans, who kill so easily 

and violently, and once a year send out cards praying for ‘Peace on Earth’. 
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ECUMENICAL ANIMAL WELFARE RETREAT 2016 

AT CHARNEY MANOR 

 

BY CHRIS FEGAN 

 

T he CCA annual retreat this year was held in the wonderful Quaker run 

and administered Charney Manor & Retreat Centre in Oxfordshire.  The 

Retreat is always a great ecumenical event and this year was no different, with 

colleagues and friends from differing traditions - and especially our friends from the 

Anglican Society for the Welfare of Animals (ASWA). 

 It is always lovely to see people returning year after year, but also fantastic to 

see ‘first-timers’ enjoying their first retreat, and we had a very nice mix of 

participants in that respect this year. 

 An absolute bonus was that we were able to enjoy our religious services in 

the breath-taking St Peter’s Church at Charney Basset, which dates back to Norman 

and even Saxon times and which is stunning. 

 As we begin to plan next year’s event, I would encourage all CCA members 

and supporters to consider attending this glorious few days away, in the company of 

colleagues, all of whom are continuing to work (and play) hard for the whole of 

God’s creation. 
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Above : Guest Speaker  and CCA 

Scientific Adviser, Dr Richard Ryder. 

Above:  CCA Chief Executive Chris Fegan 

speaking to retreat members. 

 

Right: Musical enter tainment by Judy 

Gibbons, CCA Chair (left); Deborah Jones, 

CCA Vice-chair (centre) and Wanda 

Oberman, CCA trustee (right). 

Left: Par ticipants gather ing at one of the 

many talks. 
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ANIMAL BLESSING SERVICE IN WARRINGTON 

 

BY IRENE CASEY 

 

S unday 18th September saw, for the first time in Warrington, a unique event 

taking place.  It was the fir st time a Service of Blessing and Prayers for 

Animals was held and the venue was St Oswald’s Catholic Church.  Fr Dave 

Heywood, parish priest, welcomed around 60 adults and their children, who were 

accompanied by their pets (dogs being in the majority), together with several cats 

and one hamster.  Also assisting was an Anglican vicar, Rev. Mavis McDonnell. 

 Several hymns and various gospel accounts were read, accompanied by the 

occasional response from various dogs!  Chris Fegan, Chief Executive of Catholic 

Concern for Animals (CCA), addressed the congregation, expressing his delight to 

be present and talking about the formation of CCA and how the message has spread 

to other countries, namely Australia and North America. 

 Following a litany of prayers and intercessions, Fr Dave invited people who 

mourned their deceased animals to come forward and place a memorial on the table 

and light a candle for them.  Each person was given a copy of a beautiful reading 

called ‘The Rainbow Bridge’.   At the end of this ceremony, Fr Dave concluded that 

these pets were now with God. 

 A liturgy of Blessing and Remembrance then followed as the Ministers 

moved among the congregation for the blessing of pets.  Each animal was named and 

the following prayer said:  

 

‘N., you were created by God, and you are loved 

by God.  May you and your human family 

experience joy and companionship together, and 

continue to be a blessing to each other.  In the 

name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Amen’. 

 

 After the final prayer, blessing and 

dismissal we were invited to give to a collection 

for two animal charities, Freshfields Animal 

Rescue Centre and Safe Haven for Donkeys in the 

Holy Land. 

 Refreshments for human and non-human 

followed, and many people expressed their delight 

in attending such a service. 

Fr Dave Heywood 
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Rev. Mavis McDonnell 
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SAINT ROCHE 
 

FEAST DAY 17th AUGUST 
 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

S aint Roche is not one of the well-known 

saints in the UK – he has one church in 

Pendomer in England and another in Glasgow, 

Scotland, according to the list of the churches of St 

Roche on Wikipedia.  However, according to that 

same list, there are hundreds of other churches 

dedicated to him around the world.  So who is this 

remarkable saint? 

 Saint Roche is the patron saint of ailments 

and dogs.  He was born in Montpellier, then on the 

France/Italy border, in 1295 as the son of a 

nobleman and governor of the city.  His mother had 

tried unsuccessfully to give birth for many years, 

but she prayed to the Virgin Mary to have a child 

and Roche was conceived.  His birth was, therefore, 

seen to be a miracle and he had a birthmark of a 

cross on his breast which grew as he grew.  His mother was a pious woman who led a 

holy life and regularly fasted, and the young Roche loyally followed her example of 

asceticism. 

 When Roche was twenty, both his parents died and he inherited his father’s 

title and wealth but he gave everything away to the poor and, following the example 

of St Francis of Assisi, lead an ascetic life, looking after the poor and the sick.  He 

left for Rome and administered to the sick in the hospitals there and in the 

surrounding towns.  Unfortunately, whilst caring for people with plague in the town 

of Piacenta, he contracted the disease himself and fell very ill.  He was thrown out of 

the town and went to live in the forest where he obtained water from a spring but had 

no food.  As no human would approach him, he would have died had it not been for a 

dog which brought him bread every day and licked his wounds.  Eventually, Roche 

recovered and continued his work until he returned to Montpellier where he was 

thrown into prison by his uncle in 1322 for being a spy.  He died there on 16th August 

1327 and was canonised in 1590. 

 The feast day of St Roche, on 17th August, is often celebrated with a dog 

blessing service to give thanks for the companionship of dogs who support old, sick, 

blind, deaf and lonely people. 
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DOG BLESSING CEREMONY   
 

AT THE CHURCH OF ST ROCHE, QUEBEC, CANADA  
 

BY BARBARA GARDNER 

 

E ach year, on the feast day of St Roche, the Church of St Roche in Quebec, 

Canada, hold a dog blessing service.  I was lucky enough to be there when it 

took place this year, on 17th August, and to be able to take a few photos of this 

wonderful event. 
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ST MODESTOS’ PRAYER FOR ANIMALS  

 

S t Modestos (537 AD - 634 AD) was the Archbishop of Jerusalem and his 

feast day is 18th December.  He was famed for  being a healer  of animals 

and, to this day, it is said, that anyone who celebrates his memory, with faith, will 

have protection for their animals from all harm.  St Modestos is now remembered as 

the patron saint of farm animals in Greece. 

 

 

PRAYER FOR ANIMALS  

 

O  Lord Jesus Christ my God, who are merciful and all-good, who in wisdom 

created every visible and invisible creature, who pours out His compassions 

upon all that He has created, who through your all-good providence foresees and 

troubles over for all your creatures: bodiless, physical, rational, irrational, soul-

bearing, soulless, from the first to the last. For nothing is not foreseen by you, 

neither is anything abandoned by you, the Creator and Foreseer of all. For you are 

He who opens His hand, and fills all living things with goodness. You are He that 

makes grass to grow for the cattle, and green herb for the service of men. You are He 
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who once, through the herd of Israel, preserved them from above from the fatal 

wound of the first-born of the Egyptians. You are He who, through the compassion 

of your incarnation, deposed he who had the might of death: that is, the devil, and by 

your death, you put death to death.  

 

 You are He who, through myself your unworthy servant, puts to death the 

serpent, that your spring of water might not be corrupted. Those that drink from it, 

both the living and the dead, through your life-giving power, you resurrect. And if a 

demon draws near to it, and prepares to make itself apparent, seize it, that it might 

never dare to approach the place in which I, the sinner, call upon your name. To 

You, therefore, I pray, O all-good Master and Creator of all, and I entreat you, the 

cause of all life, hearken to this my entreaty, and drive away every fatal sickness and 

danger from the oxen, horses, donkeys, mules, sheep, goats, bees, and any other 

animals in true need to the life of your servants who call upon You, the giver of 

every good, and of my name. And grant, O Lord, to all those who celebrate my 

name, and with faith hasten to my relics, permanent peace, multiplication of animals, 

uncorrupted wheat, wine and oil, and above all, remission of sins, health of bodies, 

and eternal salvation of souls. 

 

 Yes, O Lord Jesus Christ, for the descendants from your very loins, grant 

compassion on the suffering animals, whose herd is being afflicted by the sickle of 

death. And not having any word besides bleating, and bitter and random noises, in 

Your mercy, take away their passion and suffering. For if you even call rational 

beings to this sympathy: ‘A righteous man has compassion upon his animals’, as is 

written,  how much more do you show compassion on these, who are their Creator 

and Foreseer? For You, O compassionate, preserved the animals in the Ark, as Your 

goodness and compassions won out. That by the wellness and multiplication of the 

oxen, and the remaining four-legged animals, the earth might be worked, and fruit 

might be harvested, and your servants who call upon my name might be preserved 

without any corruption, and partake of their very harvest. And that these, having all 

things that are necessary, might be increased in every good work, and glorify You, 

who grants every good thing. And grant me also, your servant and most-fervent 

entreater, the honour of your all-governing Kingdom, for to You belong all glory, 

honour and worship, with your beginningless Father, and your All-Holy and good 

and life-giving Spirit, now and ever, and unto the ages of ages.  

 

Amen. 
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PRAYERS FROM  

THE CIRCLE OF COMPASSION 
 

The Circle of Compassion is a web-based worldwide prayer circle for animals, 

run by Dr Will Tuttle, author of the book The Peace Diet, and Judy Carman, author 

and creator of the Animal Prayer Flag Project.  People around the world can sign up 

to it on the website at www.circleofcompassion.org and share in the prayers which 

are regularly updated.  They start with the prayer: 
 

Compassion Encircles the Earth for all Beings 
 

We are asked to please join the circle and together embrace the earth with an energy 

field of love and compassion. 

 

VISION OF THE WORLDWIDE PRAYER CIRCLE FOR ANIMALS 
 

The deep-seated cause of animal suffering 

Worldwide animal cruelty and exploitation are symptoms of a deeply embedded, 

speciesist world-view that maintains that certain human beings have the right to 

commodify, exploit, enslave and kill whomever they deem ‘less than human’.  Let us 

address the cause of animal suffering holistically: 

 Both physically through non-violent action, and 

 Metaphysically by spiritually encircling the world with compassion for all 

life. We must not underestimate how powerful our thoughts and prayers can 

be. 
 

Action and Prayer - A powerful combination 

The Prayer Circle for Animals (PCA) is a non-denominated circle of people devoted 

to using action and the power of prayer, meditation, and/or focused thought to 

liberate animals from human oppression and exploitation.  PCA believes that, by 

adding the power of prayer to all the other animal rights work currently being done, 

this circle of prayers will: 
 

 Create an energy field of compassion and caring for all beings on Earth; 

 Hasten the transformation we are seeking for a world at peace; 

 Strengthen us all for the work ahead; 

 Elevate global consciousness to the awareness that all life is sacred and 

interconnected and to the joyful acknowledgement of our kinship with every 

being; 

 More intensely awaken within us the ever-loving presence of Divine 

compassion and mercy. 
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PCA’s objective  is to work 

together, in one spirit, with 

the animals to create the 

most massive paradigm shift 

ever known on this planet.  

They are praying together 

and envisioning together the 

dawning of an entirely new 

humanity - one that finally 

and truly understands that all 

life is sacred and 

interconnected. 

 

 

PRAYER IN A PRE-VEGAN WORLD 
 

Blessings and peace to all nonhuman animals imprisoned for food, clothing, 

products, entertainment and research.   

May we each individually bring our lives into alignment with our heart-values of 

compassion and justice and live a vegan lifestyle. 

May we learn how to thrive as vegans in a pre-vegan world,  

To be effective advocates for compassion,  

And, through both our outer and our inner contemplation and understanding,  

Help our entire society to embrace the vegan values of respect and kindness for all 

living things. 

Compassion Encircles the Earth for all Beings 

 

 

PRAYER FOR LOVING KINDNESS FOR ALL BEINGS 
 

May we think always of the harm we are causing our non-human animal relations, 

And may we recognise and respect their interests to live their lives freely and in 

autonomy and health on this beautiful Earth. 

May we embrace both humans and non-humans in loving-kindness,  

Honouring all expressions of life, and doing the best we can to be agents of positive 

change by living this in our daily lives. 

Compassion Encircles the Earth for all Beings 
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CCA MEMBERSHIP FORM  

Registered Charity No 231022 

  

Life membership £200; Annual membership £20 

Overseas Life Membership £300; Annual Membership £30 

 

Please send the completed page to the Membership Secretary (not your bank): 

Frances Chalk, CCA, 26 The Fairway, Upminster, Essex, RM14 1BS. 

Email: franceschalk@hotmail.co.uk 
 

Please circle the appropriate area below 

I wish to:  

- join  

- renew  

- become a life member  

- donate  

 

Please EITHER send a cheque (made out to ‘CCA’) 

            OR complete the following Bankers Order Form. 

 

Please tick this box for the Gift Aid scheme if you pay UK Income Tax 

or Capital Gains tax. ☐  

 

Bankers Order Form 

To (name of your Bank/Building Society)………………………………………….. 

Bank’s Address ……………………………………………………………….…….. 

………………………………………………..Post Code …………………….……. 

My account number is………………………..Sort Code ……………………….…. 

 

I would like to give the sum of £………….. on the 1st day of each month / year 

starting on ……....…/……….… (MONTH / YEAR) until further notice in writing,  

to account number 00006345 of Catholic Concern for Animals, at Cafcash  

(40-52-40), Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4TA. 

  
NAME & ADDRESS (in block capitals please ) (Rev / Mr  / Mrs / Ms / ….…...) 

…………………………………………………………………………………..….. 

………………………………………………………………………………….…... 

…………………………………………….Post/zip code: ……………………..…. 

Email address:…………………………………………………………………..….. 
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Mark Glover 

 

 

WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT CCA TO HELP ANIMALS 

 

 Gift subscription - give a friend, or your parish priest, the gift of a year’s 

membership of CCA, with three issues of The Ark, for £20.00. 

 

 Distribute PDF copies of The Ark - available from Chris Fegan at 

chrisfegancca@gmail.com. 

 

 Place copies of The Ark in your church - with permission, display several 

copies of each issue at the back of your church for sale at £3.00. 

 

 Bidding Prayers - ask for the occasional Bidding Prayer for animals, for an 

end to cruelty, and a blessing on all people who help them. 

 

 Insert our website address in your parish bulletin/newsletter:     

www.catholic-animals.com, with a brief description of our work. 

 

 Follow our updates on Facebook and Twitter and share them with friends. 
 

 

 

 

 

BEQUESTS AND DONATIONS TO CCA 
 

 

Bequests and donations provide most of our income, so please remember our two 

charities when drawing up your Will: 
 

 Catholic Concern for Animals, which publishes and distributes The Ark and 

directs all our activities. 

 

 The Phyllis Mary Trust, administered by Catholic Concern for Animals, 

which provides grants to small, struggling rescue centres and sanctuaries.  

 

 

For donations, please make out all cheques to CCA, or pay online via Charity Choice 

at www.charitychoice.co.uk/catholic-concern-for-animals-1068 

 Please state The Phyllis Mary Trust if that is where you would like the money to go. 
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DIARY DATES 

 

Regular Events 

Every Wednesday: Prayer link-up at 9.30pm. Wherever you are. Irene Casey has a prayer 

suggestion sheet: Tel. 01925 657890. 

 

Every first Saturday of the month: Prayers for Animals at 12.15pm. Gloucester Cathedral, 

Check with Rev. Helen Hall on 07919 538077. 

 

Westminster Cathedral Interfaith Group is studying Pope Francis’ new encyclical Laudato 

Si’ in the Hinsley Room, Morpeth Terrace, London, from 4.00pm - 5.00pm on the following 

Wednesdays: - 16th November, 21st December.  All welcome! 

 

November 

CCA AGM - Saturday 12th November at 1.00pm to 4.30pm at St Joseph’s Hall, Brompton 

Oratory, Brompton Road, London, SW7 2 RP.  Guest speaker - Carmody Grey. See notice on 

page 5 for details. 
 

ASWA Remembrance Sunday Service - Sunday 13th November at 3.00pm at the Animals in 

War Memorial, Park Lane, London. 
 

Presentation on Pope Francis’ Encyclical, Laudato Si’: On Care for our Common Home by 

Chris Fegan, CCA CE - Tuesday 15th November at 7.30pm.  Hosted by MK Christian 

Environment Group at Christ the Cornerstone, MK9 2ES in the small hall.  Free entry. For 

further details please email david@millersofmk.co.uk 
 

South West Christmas Without Cruelty - 19th November, 10.00am - 4.15pm - Corn Exchange, 

Market Street, Exeter, EX1 1 BU. 
 

Towards Advent - Saturday 26th November - starts 10.00am at Westminster Hall. 

 

December 

Animal Aid’s Christmas Fair - 4th December 10.00am - 5.00pm - Kensington Town Hall, 

Horton Street, London, W8 7NX. 

 

March 2017 

Sarx’s Creature Conference - Saturday 18th March at the Oasis auditorium, Waterloo.  See 

CCA website events for full details. 

 

The Community of Creation: Expanding the Cirlce of Compassion - Friday 24th – Sunday 

26th March at the Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre, Birmingham.  Further details at 

www.woodbrook.org.uk/courses 
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MEMORIALS & OBITUARIES  
 

WALLY BURLEY MBE 
 

Wally Burley MBE, co-founder and chair of the 

Labour Animal Welfare Society (LAWS), died on 

27 August 2016, aged 85, following a long illness. 

Wally had been instrumental in the founding of 

LAWS in 1992 and had been its leader and guiding 

force ever since. Under Wally’s leadership, LAWS played a major 

part in passing key pieces of animal welfare legislation after the 

Labour Government came to power in 1997.  He will be particularly remembered for 

his efforts in securing an end to cosmetic testing on animals in 1998, banning fur 

farming in England and Wales with the Fur Farming (Prohibition) Act 2000, getting 

The Hunting Act 2004 passed and introducing The Animal Welfare Act 2006.  For 

further information about LAWS go to: www.labouranimalwelfaresociety.org.uk 

 

We also pray for the souls of the following CCA members: 
 

Ela Kniaz of St Leonard’s on Sea, East Sussex 

Brother Mark Elvins of Oxford 

Mrs Jane Hare-Kennedy of Walton-on-Thames, Surrey 

Mrs B. Perridge of North Weald, Essex 

 

CCA CHRISTMAS CARDS 
 

Why not send the Christian message of the love of animals and of all creation 

this Christmas with Catholic Concern for Animals Christmas cards which depict  
 

SAINTS WHO LOVED ANIMALS 
 

This series of six Christmas cards includes St Francis and the animals, St Philip 

Neri and his dog, St Columba and the white horse, St Cuthbert and the otters, St 

Melangell and the hare and St Ciaran and the animals. 
 

A pack of six Christmas cards costs £3.00 and can be obtained from the 

membership secretary, Francis Chalk, at: 

26 The Fairway, Upminster, Essex, RM14 1BS. Email: franceschalk@hotmail.com 
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www.catholic-animals.com  

CCA Christmas Cards 
From the series  

Saints Who Loved Animals 
 

 


